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Present investigation v/as intended to determine tlic e f fect of 
phonemic and semantic s imi lar i ty of the task and prolonged deprivation 
on impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory. The main objectives of the study 
were: (a) To explore the d i f ferent ia l of feel ol phoncNnic and semantic 
s imi lar i ty of the task on impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory (b) To explore 
the d i f ferent ia l e f fect of prolonged deprivation on impl ic i t and expl ic i t 
memory (c) To resolve the long standing controversy wl ic lhcr tlie same 
or d i f ferent processes underlie impl ic i t and expl ic i t tncmory. 
A 2x2 fac tor ia l design, in which one personality variable (i.e. 
prolonged deprivation) and one task variable (i.e. s imi lar i ty) each varying 
in two ways, was used in the present experiment. Prolonged deprivation 
variable was varied by selecting (a) deprived and (b) non-deprived 
subjects. Tlie two values of task variable were: (a) Phonemic simi lar i ty 
and (b) Semantic s imi lar i ty . Ilnis each of the groups ol subjcc ts nafiiely 
deprived atid non-deprived was presented a list of paired associates, 
half of which consisted of phoncmically siiTular stimulus members, and 
other half consisted of semantically similar stimulus mctnbers paired 
wi th unrelated tneaningful common words. Thus it y ir ldod lour observations 
on two groups of subjects for each of the two measures of the dependent 
variable. The two measures of the dependent variablee (i.e. retention) 
employed in the present expen^^'^were implicit, and explicit memory. 
In all 80 male subjects participated in the experiment. Out of 
them 40 subjects were deprived subjects and remaining '^ O were non-
deprived. They were selected from a large sample of 300 graduate 
and post graduate students of Aligarh Muslim University, on the basis 
of their scores on Misra and Tripathi (1977) prolonged deprivation scale. 
Results of the study clearly revealed a differential effect of 
both independeent variables viz. task similarity and prolonged deprivation 
on implicit and explicit memory. Phonemic similarity of the task as 
compared to semantic similarity had more pronounced ^fiivii^ental 
effect on iniplicit memory whereas semantic similarity as compared tc phonemic 
similarity of the task had greater detrimental effect on explicit memory. 
Deprived subjects showed significantly poorer explicit memory performance 
whereas the difference in implicit memory performance of these two 
groups of subjects vas found insignificant. The interactional effect 
of prolonged deprivation and task similarity was found significant on 
both implicit and explicit memory performance as well as on the difference 
of implicit and explicit memory performance. The findings of the present 
research were discussed in the light of activation and multiple memory 
system theories of implicit memory. 
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Chapter - I 
INTRODUCTION 
Over the years, the study of impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory has achieved 
special prominance in cxperi i i ientai psychology. Psychological studies on 
human memory have tradi t ional ly been dependent on standard memory tests 
such as free recal l , cued-recal l , and recognit ion. These memory tests have 
their own character ist ics. They require subjects to recal l earl ier learned 
items in a conscious or deliberate manner. However, memory can also 
be expressed by lac i i i la ted perlormance on tests that do not require conscious 
recol lect ion of the informations encoded in a specif ic learning episode. 
Instead of being asked to t ry to remember recently presented informations, 
subjects simply require to performe a task such as word fragment completion 
(e.g. Warrington & Wieskrantz, 197^ ;^ Graf, Mandler, & Haden, 1982), Word 
ident i l icat ion (e .g . .laf:oby isc Dallas, 1981, Feustel, Shif f r in &• Salasoo, 1983; 
3acoby 1983), lexical decision (e.g. Mckoon & Ra tcU f f , 1979; Scarborough, 
Gerared, in Cortese. 1979), free association (e.g. Shimamura k Squire, 198^^ ; 
Schacter. 1985 ), and reading of mirror inverted script (e.g. Kolc-rs. 1975. 
1976). The former type of memory is called expl ic i t memory while later 
type of memory is called impl ic i t memory. (Graf & Schacter, 1985, 1987; 
Schacter & Graf, 1986a, 1986b). Thus expl ic i t memory refers to conscious 
recollection of recently presented informat ion, as expressed on tradit ional 
tests ol f ree-recal l , cued-recal l , and recognit ion whereas impl ic i t memory 
refers lo expression of recently presented information without -conscious 
or deliberate recol lect ion on certain priming tests. 
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The dissociation between priming tests l ike word completion and standard 
memory tests such as recal l and recognit ion, is a t t r ibuted to di f ferent 
informat ional requirements (Graf, Mandlcr, ic Hadcn, 1982). In a word 
complet ion test, for instance, subject receives f i rs t three letters of a 
word studied in a learning episode and he is required to wr i te the f i rst 
v.'ord that comes to mind which produces an acceptable completion. 
The part ia l presentation of the word act ivate schema component of all 
relevant words, this act ivat ion spreads more rapidly to the missing component 
of- the target" word. A standard memory test such as recal l and recognit ion, 
on the other hand, requires retr ieval of the words that have recently 
been presented. Recall is determined by the success of the search process 
which depends on the available paths to the target v.'ords (Graf & Mandler, 
1984). Cued recal l is closely related to word completion test. Both 
tests present some cues to the subjects which fac i l i ta te their performance. 
However, these tests are sensitive to d i f ferent aspects of memorial represent-
at ion. Word complet ion is concerned wi th integrat ive process that makes 
word more accessible, whereas cued recall is sensitive to elaborative 
process that helps ye'tyiS-vabiiity (Graf &; Mandler, 198't). In their study, 
Graff dc Mandler (198^*) and Nelson et. al (1987) compared the performance 
in word completion Vs free recall • word completion Vs recognit ion; and 
word completion Vs cued recal l , under semantic and non-semantic processing. 
They hypothesized that semantic processing of the task would help the 
recal l performance since subjects would be encouraged in their at tempt 
of ret r ieval in addit ion to sheer reproduction of highly accessible words, 
and on the other ' hand, non-semantic processing would have detr imental 
e f fect on recal l performance. Results of their study confirmed their 
hypothesis. This pattern of findings elucidate that word completion (priming 
test), and recal l and recognit ion (standard memory test) are the measures 
of two di f ferent kinds of memory. l t would be worthwhi le to have a glance 
here at histor ical background of impl ic i t memory. 
Descartes, the author of "the passions of the soul" (16^+9), was the 
f i rst man who made a clear reference of impl ic i t memory. He observed 
that a fr ightening or aversive childhood experience, may "remain imprinted 
on his brain to the end of his l i f e " without "any memory remaining of 
i t af terwards" (Haldane &: Ross, 1967 p. 391). Descartes did not, however, 
elaborate on the philosophical consequences of this phenomenon. A systematic 
doctr ine of impl ic i t memory was developed by Leibniz (IZCt). He emphasized 
the importance of "insensible" or "unconscious" perception: ideas of which 
we are not consciously aware but which do influence behaviour (Leibniz 
1916). 
Following Leibniz, Maine de Biran (1929), a French philosopher, discussed 
systematically the phenomena of imphci t memory. Maine dc Diran studied 
human behaviour and thoughts through analysis of habit and highlighted 
the unconscious acts of human behaviour. According to him, a repeated 
ac t iv i ty can execute a habit automatical ly without awareness of the 
act i tself and without awareness of the previous episode in which the 
habit v/as learned. The most str ik ing feature of Maine de Biran system, 
however, was coining of a taxonomy of memory system. He classified 
memory system under three categories: mechanical, sensitive, and 
representative. The f i rs t two types of memory refers to the unconscious 
or impl ic i t expression of repeated movement (mechanical) and feelings 
(sensitive), the th i rd type (representative) is involved in conscious recollection 
of ideas and events (pp. 150-157). Thus according to Maine de Biran: 
"If signs (in Maine de Biran system a sign is motor 
response code) are absolutely empty of ideas or separated 
f rom every representative e f fec t , f rom whatever cause 
this isolation may arise, recal l is only a simply jn-epetition 
of movements. 1 shall cal l this facul ty for i t mechanical 
memory. When the ... recal l of the sign is accompanied 
or immediately fol lowed by the clear appearance of 
a wel l circumscribed idea, 1 shall a t t r ibute to i t represen-
tat ive memory. If the sign expresses an a f fec t ive modi-
f i ca t ion , a feel ing or even a fantast ic image whatsoever, 
a vague uncertain concept which can not be brought 
-back to sense impression ... the recal l of the sign 
... wil l .b.elong to sensitive memory (p. 156)". 
Various 19th century thinkers were mainly concerned wi th the problem 
of unconscious mental processing (Cf. Ellenberger, 1970; Perry &: Laurence, 
198'+). Carpenter (187'-t) delineated the concept of unconscious cerebration 
to refer the mental act iv i t ies that occurs outside the awareness: "The 
ideas which have passed out of the conscious memory, sometime express 
themselves in involuntry muscular movements, to the greater surprise 
of the individuals executing them.. . " (187'i pp. 52'f-525). 
Ewald Hering, in 1870, introduced the idea o l organic and unconscious 
memory (Hering 1920), he cr i t ic ised the wr i ters who restr icted their analysis 
to conscious or expl ic i t memory. Memory refers to the capacity of 
intentional reproduction of ideas or series of ideas. Hering emphasized 
on the necessity to consider the unconscious memory which is involved 
in involuntary recal l , the development of automatic and unconscious habitual 
actions and even in the process of autogenetic development and heredity. 
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By the end of 19th century, systematic empirical and theoretical 
analysis of implicit memory developed in five different areas: "Psychical" 
research, neurology, psychiatry, philosophy, and experimental psychology. 
Psychical Research; 
Psychical researchers of late 19th century were the first to document 
implicit memory in the light of controlled empirical observations Crystal 
ballgazing and automatic writing were employed as two tests of implicit 
memory. These tests did not require subjects to make explicit reference; 
they simply had to perform a task : either to report what they "saw" 
in the crystal or wrote whatever came to mind (Binet, 1890; Barkworth, 
1891; Prince, 191if). 
Neurology: 
Dunn (18't5) described a case of amnesic women who learned how 
to make dress, even though she apparently did not explicitly remember 
that she had made any dress. The observed phenomena was similar to 
implicit memory, although Dunn did not discuss the theoretical implications 
of his observations. The first theoretical implication of implicit memory 
in neurological case was given by Sergei Korsokoff (1889). He described 
amnesic syndrome in one of tiis two classic papers. He observed that 
... "although the patient was not aware that he preserved, traces of 
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impressions that he received, those traces however probabily existed 
and had an influence in one way or another on the course of ideas, at 
least in unconscious intellectual activity" (1889 p. 512). Memory traces 
of amnesic patients, according to Korsokoff, are not strong enough to 
enter the conscious memory but they can affect behaviour unconsciously. 
Korsokoff emphasized that his observations had important implications 
for psychologists. Over twenty years later Ciaparede (1911/1951) reported 
observations that were similar to Korosokoff s. He interpreted implicit 
expression of memory in terms of a disconnection between The ego 
and memory t race. 
Psychiatry; 
In late 1880s and early 1890s, P. Janet and S. Freud observed and 
reported the phenomena of implicit memory in patients suffering from 
hysterical amnesia as a result of emotional trauma. 
In the light of studies of several cases of amnesic patients, 3anet 
(190^ )^ concluded that hysterical amnesia consists of two key factors: 
(1) "the inability of the subject to evoke memories consciously and voluntarily 
and (2) the automatic, compelling, and untimely activations of these 
same memories" (p. 2U), like Jlanct, Freud also emphasized the importance 
of unconsciousness. He argued that :unconscious memories exert powerful 
influence on behaviour. His concept of unconscious memories played 
an important role in psychopathology. Like 3anet and Freud, an American 
Psychiatrist Morton Prince (191'f) also recognized the importance of implicit 
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memory for normal cognit ive functions. On the basis of his observations 
of imp l ic i t memory f rom work on hysterical patients, hypnosis, dreams, 
and automat ic wr i t ing , Prince concluded that "... a conscious experience 
that has passed out of mind may not only recur again as conscious memory, 
but may recur subconsciously below the threshold of awareness" (p. 8). 
Philosophy: 
Henri Bergson (1911) made a substential contr ibut ion to the analysis 
of imp l ic i t memory in early 20th century. His views are consistent with 
Main de Biran, although he did not discussed about him in his v/ritings. 
Henri Bergson (1911) argued that "the past survive under dist inct forms: 
f i rs t in motor mechanisms; secondly, in independent recol lect ion" (Matter 
and memory p. 87). According to him the motor machanisms make no 
expl ic i t reference to any specific past event that influence the habit 
and skills of individual while the second form of memory, i.e. independent 
recollections, refer to the expl ic i t remembering of past events". 
Experimental Psychology; 
In late 19th and early 20th centuries, the phenomena of impl ic i t 
memory was not elucidated by experimental psychologists. Though almost 
al l experimental psychologists made no at tempt to distinguish between 
impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory; liowever, some exceptions can be found. 
For instance, Ebbinghaus (1883) acknowledged that not all ef fects of memory 
are expressed in conscious awareness (1885, p. 2). He observed a saving 
over 2'f hours retent ion interval for i tems that were not consciously 
remembered having studied before. 
Ebbinghaus^ s saving paradigm, in which memory is tested by rc lcar i i -
ing previously studied l is t , can be viewed more generally as an impl ic i t 
memory test: expl ic i t recol lect ion of prior episode or l ist is not called 
for during relearning (Slamecka, 1985b). Ebbinghaus pointed out that 
one advantage of saving method was that i t jcould provide the evidence 
for the existence in memory of informat ion that could not be recollected 
consciously (1885, p. 8). Consequently a large number of subsequent 
investigators used saving method to analyze learning and transfer o l 
training and their work can be perceived ns the study of impMcit rnornory 
(Slamecka, 1985b). 
A f te r Ebbinghaus, i t was W. Mcdougall (192^ )^ who became the f irst 
investigator to use the term impl ic i t and expl ic i t w i th reference to the 
di f ferent ways in which memory can be expressed. He distinguished 
between expl ic i t recognit ion and impl ic i t recognit ion. According to him 
the former involves conscious recol lect ion of a past event whereas the 
later involves change in behaviour that is at t r ibutable to a recent event 
yet contains no conscious recol lect ion of i t . Later on, other investigators 
like Thorndike & Rock (1934) and Hul l , (1933) also recognized the existence 
and importance of imp l ic i t memory. Thorndike & Rock demonstrated 
that subject could learn various rules without conscious awareness of 
them or expl ic i t memory for them. Hul l , on the other hand, provided 
numerous demonstrations of impl ic i t memory for skil ls, condit ion responses, 
and facts acquired during hypnosis. 
Recent experimental and neuropsychological researches have- documented 
a variety of str ik ing dissociation betwween impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory 
which have demonstrated that under certain conditions, impl ic i t and expl ic i t 
memory can be ent irely independent of one another. I t has been observed 
by numerous investigators that impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory are af fected 
d i f ferent ia l ly by several experimental variables such as sub-l iminal perception, 
amnesia, type of study processing, modality-change, duration of retention 
in terva l , ret roact ive and proactive interference and age. 
Subliminally encoded st imul i have revealed the phenomena of impl ic i t 
memory wi thout expl ic i t reference of them. Although early studies have 
severely been cr i t i c ized (Eriksen, 1960), recent researches purporting to 
elucidate impl ic i t memory, using a variety of new experimental techniques, 
have demonstrated that st imul i that are ;not represented in subjective 
awareness are nevertheless processed to high levels by the perceptual 
system (e.g. Fowler, Wolford, Slade, & Tassinary, 1981; Dixon, 1981; Marcel, 
1983; Cheesman dc Merik le, 1986). Holender (1986) cr i t ic ized these studies 
on the ground of methodological deficiencies. However, several other 
studies relevant to the present concern, have also demonstrated that 
the st imul i that are perceived without awareness, can not be expl ic i t ly 
remembered, but have inf incnro on subsequent behaviour and pcrforrnancr; 
on task that do not require conscious recol lect ion such as free association 
(Haber (?c Erdelyi , 1967; Shevrin & Fr i tz ler , 1968; Shimamura A: Squire, 
198'f) and imaginative story and fantasy productions (Giddan, 1967; Pine, 
1960). Kunst-Wilson & Zajonc (1980); Scamon ct a l . (1983); and Wilson'(1979) 
also emphasized that subliminal encoding of st imul i have detr imental 
e f fec t on expl ic i t memory but l i t t l e or no e f fec t on impl ic i t memory. 
Bargh, Bond, Lombardi <5c Tota (1986) presented subliminally various other 
type of words and observed similar impl ic i t e f fec t . Lewicki (1985) found 
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that after subliminal exposure to adjective noun pairs (e.g. old tree) 
subjects tended to choose the previously exposed adjectives in response 
to the question concerning hov/ they "felt" about the noun (e.g. is a 
t ree big or old?). 
Somewhat recently, Cich (198 /^) measured implicit memory in a diflerciit 
way. Attenuating conscious perception of target words, through a specific 
device, Eich yielded data consistent with the foregoing results. 
Results from the studies of amnesia also seem to provide the evidences 
for the 'fundamental differences between implicit and explicit memory. 
Amnesic patients are unable to remember explicitly new informations 
(Rozen, 1976; Moscovitch, 1982; Weiskrantz, 1985; Squire, 1986). Amnesic 
patients are found to be severly impaired on explicit recall and recognition 
tests and are usually disabled in their daily lives to the point of needing 
supervisory care. Despite these disabilities, amnesic patients preserve 
some form of learning and memory without awareness of the sources 
of information. Amnesic patients can acquire and maintain in a normal 
fashion the skill of reading words from a mirror reversed display, without 
remembering cither the particular words that were read or the fact thut 
the skill had been practiced on previous occasions (Cohen & Squire 1980). 
Similar kind of memory in amnesic patients war. observed by cohen & 
Squire (1982a) Moscovitch (1982); and Squire (1982b). Some other kinds 
of skills in amnesic patients like puzzle solving (Brook & Baddeley, 1976), 
rule learning (Kinsbourne & Wood, 1975) and serial pattern learning (Nissen 
& Bullemer. 1987), was observed. 
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Studies of amnesic patients have documented a large amount of 
evidences about the dissociation between implicit and explicit memory. 
Repetition priming effect is another major area of research in amnesia 
which have confirmed the existence of implicit memory in amnesic patients 
as well as in normals, which is entirely different from explicit recall 
and recognition. Warrington & Weiskrantz (1968; 1970; 197't; 1978) conducted 
a series of studies to observe the phcnomenu of implicit inemory in ainnc-slc 
patients. These authors found that amnesic patients could show normal 
retention of a list of familiar words when tested v/ith word-stem or 
fragment cues, whereas some patients were profoundly impaired on free 
recall and recognition tes ts . Warrington and Weiskrantz (1968) noted 
that patients often did not remember that they had been shown any 
study list items and treated the fragment test as a kind of "guessing 
game". In subsequent research, using the fragment cuing procedure, 
amnesic patients performance was found to be more impaired than those 
, of control subjects (e.g. Squire, Wetzel, & Slater, 1978). 
Similarly, numerous investigators have found that amnesic patients 
show impaired explicit memory but their implicit memory remain intact. 
They have, therefore, argued that different processes operate in explicit 
and implicit memory (Graf, Mandler, &: Haden, 1982; Jacoby & Weitherspoon, 
1982; Graf, Squire & Mandler, 198'f; Cermac, Talboot, Candler, 6c Walborst, 
1985; Graf <5c Schactor, 1985). 
Studies of repetition priming effect, disscussed so far in amnesic 
patients, have their own limitations regarding the study material that 
consisted items with integrated or unitized pre-existing memory representation 
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such as common words, linguistic idioms, or highly related paired asso-
ciates. Recent several studies purporting to demonstrate whether or 
not amnesic patients will show normal priming for novel information, 
that does not have any pre-existing representation as a unit in memory, 
such as nonwords or unrelated paired associates, have not obtained the 
results consistent with each other. A group of investigators have demons-
trated that amnesic patients do not show priming of nonwords (e.g. Cermak 
et . al, 1985; Diomond & Rozen, 198't) Graf & Schacter, 1985; and Schacter 
(5c Graf, 1986b), whereas another group of psychologists obtained normal 
implicit memory in amnesic patients for unrelated words (e.g. Moscovitch 
et . al, 1986). 
Results from the studies of amnesic patients are strong enough to 
provide evidence for the dissociation between implicit and explicit memory. 
However, studies using other experimental variables have also demonstrated 
a distinction between implicit and explicit memory. For instance, Murrel 
& Morton (1974), Osgood fc Hoosain (197'f) reported a dilferontial effect 
of morphologically and visually or phonologically similar words on implicit 
and explicit memory. They have reported that morpliologically similar 
words facilitate implicit memory while visually or phonologically similar 
words have detrimental effect on implicit and explicit memory. Similarly 
Sandra (1990) observed that morphologically similar words have facilitative 
effect on implicit memory under certain condition. On a lexical decision 
task, he found that morphems might only be accessed if no other lexical 
representation match the orthographic description of the parsed stimulus 
part. Khan (1990) also examined the effect of phohetnie aVid semantic 
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Similarity of the task on implicit and explicit memory. Results clearly 
revealed a dissociable implicit and explicit: memory performance 
Phonemic similarity had greater deterimental effect on implicit memory 
than semantic similarity of the task, whereas semantic similarity had 
more pronounced adverse effect on explicit memory than phonemic similarity. 
Greene (1990) found that explicit memory decreases as a function of 
spacing between synonyms while implicit memory remain unaffected 
by such manipulation. 
Variation in level or type of study processing has been extensively 
used as an experimental variable in the studies of implicit and explicit 
memory. These studies have established beyond doubt that variation: 
in level or type of processing have differential effect on implicit and 
explicit memory. More specifically it has been demonstrated that eiabora-
tive study processing facilitate explicit memory whereas implicit memory 
remain unaffected (Winnick &: Daniel, 1970; Craik & Tulving, 1975; ^acoby 
<?: Dallas, 1981; Graf c t . al, 1982; Graf !^ Mandlcr, 198';; Sf:l)acter ^ Gr.if, 
1986; Schacter k. McGlynn, 1987; Parkin, Reid ."/ Russa, 1990). 
The dissociation between implicit and explicit memory may also 
be demonstrated by the effect of study-test change in modality of presen-
tation and other type of surface information. Modality change from 
study (auditory) to test (visual) has a detrimental effect on implicit memory 
whereas the explicit memory remains unaffected (e.g. Kirsner & Smith, 
197'+; Kolers, 1975, 1976; Scarborough e t . a!, 1979; 3acoby & Dallas, 1981: 
Clark & Morton, 1983; Kirsner ct. al., 1983; Graf, Shlmamura c'^  Squire, 
1985; Roedger 6: Blaxton, 1987; Roedger d: Weldon, 1987), 
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Most of the studies using duration of retention interval as experi-
mental variable, also provide evidence for dissociation between implicit 
and explicit memory, A large number of investigators have found that 
delays of days and weeks have no effect on implicit memory while explicit 
memory is inversely related with the duration of retention interval (e.g. 
Jacoby & Dallas, 1981; Tulving et . al, 1982: Forster 6c Davis, 1984; Graf 
ic Mandler. 198^ ;^ Graf et . al, 198'f; Komatsu (V Ohta, 198^ ;^ Shimamura 
& Squire, 1984). 
Graf & Schacter (1987) examined the effect of interference manipu-
lation on implicit and explicit memory for normatively unrelated words. 
Their findings showed that interference affected explicit memory, as 
indexed by performance on cued recall, pair matching and modified free 
recall test , but it did not affect implicit memory, as indexed by performance 
on a word completion test . This pattern of result complements several 
previous findings on performance dissociation between implicit and explicit 
memory for new associations. 
Age differences have also been considered as the pov/erfu! factor 
to alfect the memory. Gilbert (1941) found a decline in performance 
with age on a variety of learning and memory tasks. Burke (?;: light 
(1981); Craik (1977, 1983) Craik 6c Rabnowitz (1984) observed a decrement 
in memory for new informations across the adult years. Those studies 
were restricted to the domain of explicit memory measures. The age 
related deficit in memory was obtained through the traditional memory 
tests such as recall & recognition. In a recent study light & Sjngh (1987), 
Khan V^ Saeeduzzafar (in press) examined implicit and explicit memory 
in young and older adults. They observed a significant age related decre-
ment in performance on tlic traditional measures ol memory, Vv/hile 
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implicit memory was unaffected across the age. 
Further evidence in favour of dissociation between explicit and implicit 
memories has been provided by recent studies using nevj experimental 
variables. Graf (5c Ryan (1990), for instance, demonstrated a dissociable 
performance on implicit and explicit memory tests by displaying words 
for study and testing in two visually distinct formates. The results showed 
larger priming effects when the study dnd test formates were the same 
rather than different. Most recently Richards i^: French (1991) examined 
the effect of t rai t anxiety on implicit and explicit memory. No effect 
of trait anxiety was found on explicit memory while different pattern 
of results svas obtained for the high and low trai t subjects on implicit 
memory measures. 
The above discussion provides impressive evidence in favour of disso-
ciation between implicit and explicit memory, Hov/ever some researchers 
have advocated in favour of similarities between implicit and explicit 
memory. For instance, Jacoby (1983a); Schacter ck. Graf (1986a); and 
Sloman et . al, (in press) have argued that under certain conditions manipulat-
ion of retention interval have parallel effects on implicit and explicit 
memory. Moreover, Jacoby (1983a) has shown that manipulating list context 
at the time of test has no differential effect on these two forms of 
memory. Further evidence in favour of similarities between implicit 
and explicit memory came from the studies of Graf ("s Scliacter (1985, 
1987); Schacter 6: Graf (1986a, 1986b); Mckoon & Ratcliff (1979. 1986); 
Moscovitch et . al, (1986) who have demonstrated that both implicit and 
explicit memory are infhiciucHl by ncv/ly acquired associations between 
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unrelated word pairs. Graf & Schacter (1985) and Schacter & McGlynn 
(1987) furtlier pointed out that implicit memory for nev; associations 
resembles explicit remembering of new associations in so far as it depends 
on some degree of elaborative processing at the time of study. Johnston, 
Dark, & 3acoby (1985) demonstrated that processes subserving implicit 
memory can also affect performance on an explicit memory task. Most 
recently Rappold & Hashtroudi (1991) observed a parallel effect of organizat-
ion of study material on implicit and explicit memory v/hich suggests 
that performance in implicit and explicit memory measures is similarly 
affected by organizational processes. 
As mentioned earlier several studies have demonstrated that priming 
of v/ords identification performance occurs for morpholigically similar 
words (iMurrel & Mortonj 197'l) but not for the visually similar words 
(Osgood k Hoosain, 1974) or phonologically similar v/ords (Neisser, 195'0. 
Most recently in a pilot study, Khan (1990) reported that phonemic simi-
larity of the task impairs implicit memory and explicit memory remains 
unaffected whereas semantic similarity has no effect on implicit memory 
but has detrimental effect on explicit memory, Mov/cvcr, a careful 
scrutiny of the data reveals that mean implicit and explicit memory 
scores under phonemic similar condition are more or less equal v.'hereas 
mean implicit and explicit memory scores under semantic condition are 
marked ly different i.e. mean implicit memory score is much larger 
than mean explicit memory score. This observation suggests that phonemic 
similarity affects implicit and explicit memory in the same fashion whereas 
semantic similarity has more pronounced adverse effect on explicit memory 
than on implicit memory. This contradiction between reported findings 
and the observation based on mean scores under phonemic similar and 
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semantic similar conditions is simply due to the fact that Khan (1990) 
analyzed data with the help of analysis of variance, separately for implicit 
and explicit memory scores. No a t tempt was made to see the statistical 
difference between implicit and explicit memory scores under phonemic 
and semantic similar conditions. In other words no a t tempt v/as made 
to sec the differential effect of phonemic and semantic similarity on 
implicit and explicit memory. Consequently the findings reported by 
Khan (1990) have become dubious and ambigous. In order to overcome 
this ambiguity and in order to get more clear cut results the present 
study is undertaken. More especifically the present study is designed 
to explore whether or not phonemic and semantic similarity has differential 
effect on implicit and explicity memory. 
Another consideration that influenced the thinking of present investigator 
is the substential body of evidence to suggest that organic amnesia has 
differential effect ; on implicit and explicit forms of memory. Rozen (1976); 
Moscovitch, (1982); Schacter & Tulving, (1982); Squire (1982); found that 
amnesic patients are severely impaired on standard tests of explicit memory 
such as ;recall and recognition. Mowever, these patients showed normal 
or near normal performance o\) various tests of implicit memory (e.g. 
V/arrington d: Wieskrantz, 1968; 197'f; Cohen (?:C Squire. 1980; 3acoby ^c 
Witherspoon, 1982; Moscovitch, 1982; Diomond r5c Ro/.en, 198'f; Gral el . 
al, 198'f: Cermac, Talboot, Chandler, c°: Wolbarst, 1985; Schacter. 1985a). 
Since organic amnesia is a pliysical disease in v/hich cognitive functioning 
of the patient become deficient, it is therefore, expected that any condi-
tion that make cognitive functioning deficient, should also have differential 
effect on implicit and explicit forms of memory. It has been observed 
by several investigators that deprivation of various kinds such as sensory, 
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muscular, social, parental, cultural and economic etc. results in deficient 
cognitive functioning (e.g. Dass, 1969; Panda, 1976; Miller, 1963; White, 
1970; Tripathi & Misra, 1975). Recently Saeeduzzafar and Alam (1985 ; 
1986); Alam (1986; 1988) found that prolonged-deprivation has adverse 
effect on retention, indicating that prolonged-deprivation has dfttTrimental 
effect on cognitive functioning. 
Deprivation refers to the loss of privileges, opportunities, material 
goods; resulting lack or insufficiency of the basic necessities for healthy 
living. However, the concept of deprivation v/as re-defined by ^ylisra 
and Tripathi (1977) in relation to experiences derived from the environment. 
Misra and Tripathi (1977), thus, proposed the concept of prolonged depriva-
tion that include most of the significant aspects of human life in which 
deprivation has been recognized as a phenomenon and can be measured. 
Thus, the concept of prolonged deprivation was initially used by 
Tripathi and Misra (1977). According to them, prolonged deprivation 
is a multi-dimensional psycho-social construct embracing a wide range 
of environmental and organismic variables and refer to dispossession or 
loss of privileges, opportunities, material goods and the like relatively 
for a long period Langmeier et. al., (1969) and Nurcombe (1970) defined 
prolonged deprivation as a lack of fulfilment of desires or insufficient 
satisfaction of the basic necessities for a prolonged period. While developing 
a standardized scale to measure the prolonged deprivation, Misra and 
Tripathi (1977) have identified 15 components or areas of prolonged deprivat-
ion namely : 
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(1) Housing condit ion 
(2) Home environment 
(3) Economic Suff iciency . 
W Food 
(5) Clothing 
(6) Formal educational experiences 
(7) Childhood experiences 
(8) Rearing experiences 
(9) Parental characterist ics 
(10) Interact ion w i th parents 
(11) Mot ivat ional experiences 
(12) Emotional experiences 
(13) Religious experiences 
(I ' t) Trdvel l ing and recreation and 
(15) Miscellaneous Socio-cultural experiences 
Several at tempts have been made to study the relationship between 
various types of deprivation and personality t ra i ts . Mohanti (1967), 
for example, examined the relationship between socio-economic status 
and anxiety and host i l i ty . He found that socio-economically deprived 
subjects were more anxious and hostile than their non-deprived counter-
parts. Tr ipathi and Misra (1976) examined the e f fec t of prolonged deprivat-
ion on some cognit ive processes. They observed that deprivation experienced 
by the individual in various spheres of l i fe restr icts the growth of cognit ive 
sk i l l . In view of these observations and also in view of pervasive findings 
that def ic ient cognit ive functioni^a^have the det r imanta l e f fec t "on retention 
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performance (e.g. Jensen, 1968; Cosden, Ell is <5c Feeney, 1979; Hasher 
<5c Zacks, 1979; Tyler, et . a l , , 1979; Light <5c Ell is, 1981; Sharma, 1981; 
Ellis and Frankl in, 1983; Misra, 1983; Khan, e t . a l . , 1989), Saeeduzzafar 
& Alam (1981, 1986); and Alam (1986) examined the ef fect of prolonged 
deprivation on retent ion performance. Results of their studies clearly 
revealed that prolonged deprivation has detr imental e f fect on recall 
performance. These studies, however were confined to the domain of 
expl ic i t memory and no a t tempt has been made so far to examine 
the e f fec t of prolonged deprivat ion on impl ic i t memory. 
However, a sizeable number of researches have demonstrated that 
deficiency in cognit ive funct ioning has signif icant adverse ef fect on 
expl ic i t memory but has l i t t l e or no e f fec t on impl ic i t memory, (Warrington 
& Weiskrantz, 1968, 197^ ;^ Cohen & Squire, 1980; Graf <k Schacter, 1985; 
Khan & A lam, 1989; Khan, 1990, Khan & Saeeduzzafar, in press). Since 
prolonged deprivation is closely associated wi th deficiency in cognitive 
functioning (e.g. Tr ipath i , 1980), i t is reasonable to assume that prolonged 
deprivation should have adverse e f fec t on expl ic i t memory whereas impl ic i t 
memory should remain unaffected. The present study is also designed 
to test this assumption. The findings of the study would not only be 
helpful in resolving the issue whether same or d i f ferent processes operate 
in impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory but would also contr ibute in the development 
of theoret ical accounts of impl ic i t memory. 
Chapter - II 
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REVIEW OF STUDIES 
In the preceding chapter we have observed both similarities and 
difference between implicit and explicit memory . Thus there is still 
controversy regarding the process underlying these two kinds of memory. 
The ' present study, as mentioned in chapter-1, is undertaken to resolve 
this controversy, that is to explore whether same or different processes 
operate in implicit and expliit memory. In this chapter we would review 
some of the most relevent studies which bears directly or in dirctly 
to this problem. 
After extensive review of numerous studies, Herman Ebbinghaus 
(1885) observed that not all effects of memory are expressed in conscious 
awareness. His saving paradigm, in which memory was measured by saving 
during relearning, can be viewed as an index of implicit memory in the 
sense that relearning of a previously studied list does not require explicit 
reference to a prior learning episode, although the influence of prior 
episode is revealed by saving during relearning (Slamecka, 1985). However 
it is not entirely clear what saving studies tells us about implicit memory 
as little efforts have been made in this direction. The most directly 
pertinent evidence has been provided by Nelson (1978) who has shown 
saving for items that were neither recallable nor recognized, and thereby 
suggest that saviang can occur in an entirely implicit manner. 
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Nelson(1978) conducted three experinnents to investigate the relat ive 
sensit ivity of recognit ion test and saving test for detect ing information 
about items that were non-recallable. Four weeks after learning a list 
of number-word pairs, subjects had a. test of recal l fol lowed by a test 
of forced choice recognit ion and relearning(saving). In exp. 1,2^ * undergra 
duate students served as the subjec. Each subject learned a list of 20 
paired associates. The cues were two digit numbers of low association 
value f rom the norms of Batt ing and Spera(1962). The targets were nouns 
(four to six let ters in length) of AA association vlue f rom the Thorndike-
Lorge(l9 ' f^) norms. Crossing 20 . cues wi th 20 targets yielded 'fOO cue 
target combinations. From these twenty- four , 20 i tem lists were randomly 
constructed wi th the restr ic t ion that each cue and each target were 
used once in each l is t , and across a l l l is t , each cue target combination 
was used approximately equally o f ten. Each of these 2^ * lists was used 
once so that the cue-target combination were counterbalanced across 
subjects. 
Prior to study, a pract ice and warmup task was given to each subject 
and then the main Isit of nutnber-noun pairs was presented visually via 
a Kodak Carousel projector at a rate of ^ seconds per pair. During each 
test t r i a l , the cues were presented alone at a 8 sec r te , and the subject 
responded vocally. The l ist was blocked so that a minimum of 10 items 
(either being studied or tested) intervined between the study and test 
of a given i tem, this procedure minimized short- term memory ef fect 
during acquisit ion of the l ist . Acquisit ion continued via this study-test 
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procedure unt i l at ta inment of the cr i ter ion of one errorless t r ia l on 
the ent i re l is t . Then the subject was dismissed wi thout being informed 
of the subsequent retent ion test. 
Four weeks af ter acquisit ion, the subjects returned for the second 
session. First the subject had a self-paced forced-response retention 
test in which he saw each cue for as long as he wanted before eventually 
making a recal l response. A f te r al l 20 i tem had been tested for recal l , 
the subject had a self-paced 20-alternat ive forced choice (20 AFC) rcogni-
t ion test. The subject's task during recognit ion was to select the part icular 
target that he had acquired to the cue 'f weeks earl ier. There was no 
feedback to the subject concerning his correctness on either the recall 
test or the . recognit ion test. A f te r al l 20 items had been tested for 
recognit ion, there was a delay of 10 min during which the subject worked 
on a puzzle while the experimenter arranged the slide tray for reiearning. 
The reiearning l ist was constructed as fol lows. First , the items were 
devided into three pools: (a) incorrect ly recalled and incorrect ly recognized, 
(b) i i icorrect ly recalled but correct ly recognised, (c) correct ly recal lcd-
most (89%) of the correct ly recalled items were also correct ly recognised. 
Second, for each of the above pools, half of the items remained the 
same as during the acquisit ion (designated as old items), whereas other 
half of the items (designated as new items) were changed by randomly 
re-pair ing the cue and targets wi th in a given pool. Final ly, the cue 
and targets were never intermingled across the three pools l isted above; 
theis sigrigation insured that remembered associations would not d i f ferent ia-
lly in ter fere w i th the reiearning of new associations that came from 
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the pool of forgot ten i tems. Thus, a relearning advantage of old over 
new for non-recognized items demonstrated that originally learned informa-
tion can be detected by a saving test. 
The findings of Nelson's major interest came from the analysis of 
saving score during relearning. Results of the experiment showed a consi-
derable saving during relearnig even for items that were neither recalled 
non-recognised. 
The above findings prompted the investigator to repl icate and extend 
the f i rs t experiment. Thus the exp. 2 was a repl icat ion and extension 
of the exp. 1. 
The method of exp. 2 was the same as for the exp. 1 except, (a) 
Instead of one recal l test of each i tem, a second recal l test occured 
after every i tem had been tested once. This change was made to provide 
a "purer" pool of non-recalled i tems, because items are occassionaily 
correct on a second test t r i a l even after they have been incorrect on 
the f i rs t test t r i a l . (b) Instead of a 20-AFC recognit ion test, a 3-AFC 
recognit ion test was employed. The disractors came f rom the same 
pool as the target , in te rm of correct Vs incorrect recal l during the 
retent ion test ( i .e. the distractors for the recognit ion test of an incorrect ly 
recalled i tem were the target f rom other incorrect ly recalled items), 
(c) To produce more forget t ing, a weaker cr i ter ion of or iginal learning 
was employed. Once a given i tem correct ly recalled during acquisit ion, 
i t was deleted f rom the study and test phase of the l ist. Thus, rather 
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than an acquisit ion cr i ter ion of one errorless t r ia l on the ent ire l ist, 
the acquisit ion cr i te r ion was one correct response per i tems, (d) Because 
of the dropout procedure, bloking the l ist (as in exp. 1) to prevent recall 
f rom short term memory became impract ica l . Therefore, the interpolat ion 
of 20 sec number shadowing between study and test was employed, 
(e) The items were presented on an index card at a 5 sec rate during 
study (F) subjects were 30 undcrgrnduatc students. 
Findings of exp 2 were consistant w i th the results of exp. 1 A 
considerable saving during relearning af ter 4 weeks was observed even 
for the items that were neither recalled non-recognized. However, the 
magnitude of saving was lower in exp 2 than the magnitude of saving 
in exp. 1. It was due to change in acquisit ion cr i ter ion which was weaker 
than the cr i ter ion employed in exp. 1. 
Experiments 3 was designed to examine the possibility that a recognition 
tost is more sensitive than saving test for measuring the retent ion. 
This experiment was an exact repl icat ion of exp 2 except three 
changes: 
(1) The second recal l test was not fol lowed by a recognit ion test. 
Instead, the relearning study test t r ia l occurred, w i th half of the 
items being old and half being new. 
(2) A f te r the relearning test t r i a l , the subjects had a self paced 3-
AFC recognit ion test on the relearning i tems. The items were devided 
into two pools: correct during relearning versus incorrect during 
relearning. Thus, for a given cue, the three recognit ion alternatives 
consisted of the relearning target alongwith two distractors drown 
randomly f rom the appropriate pool. 
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(3) Sample was consisted for 38 undergraduate students. 
Results of the experiment disconfirmed the hypothesis that recognition 
test might be more sensitive, in some cases, than the saving test. Nelsons 
major interest of the study was to explore which test is more sensitive 
to the retent ion. It was found that relearning method is most sensitive 
measure of memory. Since saving during relearning occurred even for 
the non-recallable and non-recognizable i tems while no expl ic i t reference 
was -made to the prior learning episode, i t may be concluded that saving 
occurs ent i rely in impl ic i t manner. 
Although, the saving paradigm used by Nelson makes a reference 
to impl ic i t memory but he did not discuss about the nature of this pheno-
menon. Several studies have demonstrated that pr iming ef fects in impl ic i t 
memory measures are independent of expl ic i t recal l and recognit ion. 
Tulwing, Schacter, & Stark (1982) for instance, observed that priming 
ef fects in word fragment complet ion are independent of recognit ion memory. 
They selected a pool of 192 words and corresponding graphemic fragment 
which allowed only one legi t imate complet ion, one half of the words (96) 
were presented to the subjects for a single study t r i a l . These words 
were refered as 'o ld ' words and remaining (96) words served as 'new' 
test i tems in subsequent test . Each test i tem whether old or new appeared 
in both Yes/No recognit ion test and the word fragment completion test. 
In addit ion to the type of test items (old Vs new) two other variables 
were also manipulated in the design : (i) retent ion interval 1 hr. to 7 
days and (ii) order of test recognit ion fol lowed by f ragement. completion 
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(Rn-FC) or fragment completion fol lowed by recognit ion (FC-Rn). Thus 
the design of the experiment was 2 X 2 X 2 factor ia l design. 
In al l eight conditions, subjects were tested individually in two succes-
sive test phases separated by 7 days. Half of the old test items {kZ) 
wi th another set of CfS) new items were tested in one session and remaining 
^8 old and ^S new items were tested in the second session. Thus the 
i tem tested once in one session was not retested in the second session. 
In each session the test items were subdivided into two subsets of 2^ * 
old and 2^ new words. For one of the subset, the test was given in 
Rn-FC order and ;for the other subset the order of test was FC-Rn. 
The sequence of the test was same for al l subjects in both test sessions. 
Results of the experiment demonstrated a dissociation between recog-
nit ion memory and word fragment complet ion. Performance on recognition 
test was found impaired on a 7 days retent ion interval whereas the per-
formance on fragment complet ion test was found unaffected. Priming 
occurred in both Yes/No recognit ion and fragment complet ion. The pro-
port ion of yes responses in the recognit ion test was higher in Fc-Rn 
order than in the Rn-Fc order. It was due to addit ional opportunity 
to study the successfully completed words. 
Graf, Mandler, and Haddcn (1982) also observed a dissociable per-
formance on recal l and word-complet ion tests. They tested two groups 
of subjects, one group was required to process the word elaboratively, 
and the other group was given a task that allowed construction of an 
integrated representation but was prevented elabort ive processing. The 
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elaborative processing task required subjects to rate their l ik ing for each 
word on a seven point scale (l iking group). The other group was prevented 
f rom elaborative processing by requiring them to decide whether a word 
shared any of its vowels wi th the preceding word (Vowel group). 
Each subjects studied a list of 20 words which was preceded by 
8 f i l ler words to acquaint the subject w i th the task and followed by 
't f i l ler words to prevent f rom extensive rehearsal of last few words 
of the l is t . A f te r studying the l ist , each subject f i rs t received the com-
pletion test and then the recal l test. In complet ion test, the subjects 
had to complete the in i t ia l three let ter stem of the studied words wi th 
the f i rst word that came to mind. The free recal l test was given wi th 
the instructions to wr i te down the words f rom the study l ist in any 
order. 
On the complet ion test , the l ik ing and vowel group produced a similar 
proportion of the study l ist word in response to the three let ter stems 
whereas, on the other side, performance of l ik ing group on free recall 
test was substantially higher than the performance of vowel group. This 
pattern of findings is evident that d i f ferent and separate processes are 
responsible for the complet ion and recal l performance. 
Fol lowing Graf e t . al (1982), Graf, Squire and Mandler (198'+) conducted 
a series of three experiments to compare the performance of amnesic 
patients wi th alchohalic control subjects on both pr iming tests and standard 
memory measure under two or ient ing conditions, namely elaborative and 
non-elaborative. 
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In experiment 1, the performance of two groups, patients with alcho-
halic Korsakoff syndrome and alchohalic control subjects, was compared 
on word-wompletion and free-recall test . Each subject studied a list 
of words twice in succession in either the elaborative or non-elaborative 
orienting condition. Under elaborative orientation, subjects were required 
to ra te each word on a 5 point liking scale. In non-elaborative orientation, 
subjects were required to underline common vowel in two successive 
word pairs. Vowel comparision task prevented elaborative processing 
of the study material so that the test performance was maitily determined 
by activation process. 
Immediately following the list presentation, subjects were asked 
to recall the list words in any order and then they were given a word 
completion test . 
The rersults of free recall and completion test were examined in 
separate ANOVAS. For the free recall data, there was a significant 
effect of orienting task (elaborative/non-elaborative) and patient group 
(amnesic/control). The performance was higher in elaborative condition 
than in the non-elaborative condition. Amnesic patients were found impaired 
in recall performance than the control subjects. There was also a significant 
interaction of orienting task x patient group. Analysis of simple main 
effect showed a significant difference in the liking (elaborative) condition 
but not in the vowel (non-elaborative) condition. 
Analysis of completion test data shov.'ed a significant main effect 
of orienting task and no other significant effect. The overall higher 
completion performance was observed in the liking condition than in 
the vowel condition. 
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In experiment 2, an additional variable of retention interval was 
also manipulated. Findings of experiment 1, that amnesic patients per-
formed equal to the normal subjects on completion test , suggested that 
activation is spared in amnesia. However, it was assumed that the in-
formation that determines performance on the completion test may decay 
more slowly in normal subjects than in amnesic patients. Under this 
condition amnesic patients were supposed to be impaired on completion 
test at long retention interval even though their performance may appears 
normal at short retention interval. To test this hypothesis, the performance 
of amnesic patients on completion test was compared with normal subjects, 
at different retention intervals. In addition, a recognition memory test 
was also administered at each retention interval. Since recognition per-
formance according to Mandler (1980), depends on both activation process 
and available paths of retrievability, it was expected that amnesic patients 
will be impaired on recognition test . 
The entire experiment was devided into three different sessions, 
scheduled on three different days. After the study of list of words, 
subjects were tested by a delay of 0,15,120 min. on each day. The 
sequence was (a) study list 1, than (b) study list 2, then (c) study list 
both again in the same order. Each list was studied either in vowel 
or in liking orienting condition and then subjects were given completion 
and recognition tests at scheduled retention intervals. 
Analysis of obtained data shov^ed that overall performance on the 
completion test was similar for amnesic and control subjects while the 
recognition performance was found severely impaired in amnesic patients. 
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particularly in the liking condition. The tendency to complete three 
letter cues to form recently presented list words was well above chance 
at zero and 15 min. delay but it declined to chance level after 120 min 
delay. An ANOVA of the completion test results involving the factor 
of patient type (amnesic/control), orienting task (vowel/liking), and test 
delay intervals, 0, 15, 120 min., revealed significant effect of test delay 
and orienting task. No other effects approached significance. 
-Recognition performance was also evaluated by an ANOVA. The 
results revealed significant effect of patient type and test delay. Retention 
performance on test of recognition was markedly impaired in amnesic 
group, it was higher in liking condition than in vowel condition and it 
decreased with increasing delay. There was also a significaiit interaction 
of patient type and task, orientation which reveals that the difference 
between amnesic patients and control subjects occurQd in the liking 
(elaborative) condition but not in vowel (non-elaborative) condition. This 
pattern of findings suggests that only elaborative process is impaired 
in amnesia but the process of activation (non-elaborative) is remain intact. 
Experiment 3, was designed to compare the word-completion per-
formance of amnesic patients and control subjects with the closely related 
cued-recall test under both liking (elaborative) and vowel (non-elaborative) 
orienting condition. In the completion test , three letter cues were given 
with instructions to write the first word that comes to mind. In the 
related cued-recall test , the three let ter cues were given with the ins-
tructions to recall the words from the learning list. Since the. completion 
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performance, according to Graf and Mandler (198't), is mainly determined 
by act ivat ion process, a process that appears to be intact in amnesic, 
but the cued-recall involves addit ional process l ike elaboration that is 
impaired. Thus i t was assumed tht amnesic patients would be impaired 
on test of cued-recall but not on word complet ion and findings confirmed 
their hypothesis. 
In general, the main findings of the study were : 
(a) amnesic patients performed equally to the normal subjects on 
word-complet ion test but their performance was found impaired 
on standard tests of memory l ike recal l and recognit ion. This 
di f ference in their performance was found under only elaborative 
processing condit ion. Under non-elaborative processing condit ion 
of the study mater ia l , amnesic patients were equal to the normal 
subjects in recal l and recognit ion performance as they were 
equal to normals in completion performance 
(b) Retention interval had detr imenta l e f fec t on both word-completion 
and recognit ion performance. Thus, the study reveals both simi-
lar i ty and difference: between impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory. 
In a subsequent study, Graf and Mandler (198't) conducted another 
series of three experiments to compare di f ferent . memory tests for word, 
that were studied under either semantic or non-semantic processing condit ion. 
Duration of retent ion interval was also manipulated in the experiments 
to observe its ef fects on various kinds of memory tests. 
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In exp. 1, a word complet ion, a free recal l and a recognit ion test 
was given to the subjects under three semantic and three non-semantic 
processing conditions of the task in each test. Since performance on 
word complet ion test ref lects pr imari ly the increased accessibil i ty of 
the words as a consequence of an automatic act ivat ion process. Thus 
the word complet ion performance was expected not to be influenced 
by semantic and non-semantic processing of the task. Retr ievabi l i ty , 
on the other hand, is a funct ion of elaboration which is independent 
of automatic act ivat ion and recal l and recognit ion tests are sensitive 
to re t r ivab i l i t y , therefore, a higher recal l and recognit ion performance 
was expected under semantic processing condit ion of the task than under 
non-semantic processing condit ion. 
Six groups of the subjects part ic ipated in the experiment* 3 groups 
studied the word under semantic processing condit ion. They had to rate 
the words on a 5 point scale in either of three fol lowing ways : l ike/dis-
l ike, meaningful/not meaningful, and concrete/abstract . Remaining 3 
groups were prevented f rom semantic processing of the task in fol lowing 
three ways. One group of subjects required to report whether the preceding 
word had a vowel in common wi th the subsequent word. The second 
group was required to count T junctions (i.e. two intersecting lines) in 
each word and the th i rd group had to count both enclosures (i.e. total ly 
enclosed spaces) and T junctions. Af ter studying the words, subjects 
were tested for word complet ion, word recognit ion and free recal l . 
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Findings of exp. revealed that semantic and non-semantic processing 
of the task has a pronounced e f fec t on recal l and recognit ion performance 
but has l i t t l e e f fec t on completion performance. Di f ferent kinds of 
semantic and non-semantic processing conditions had no e f fec t on any 
type of the test. 
Exp 2 was designed to study the t ime course of completion and 
recognit ion performance. Each subject received a recognit ion and completion 
test - immediately af ter the presentation of study l is t , af ter 20 min delay, 
and after a 90 min delay. Since d i f ferent semantic and non-semantic 
processing conditions showed no dif ference in exp I , only one semantic 
processing condit ion i.e. l ik ing rat ing and one non-semantic processing 
condit ion (i.e. counting of enclosures and T junctions) was given to the 
subject. Exp 2 also examined the ef fect of word frequency on recognit ion 
and complet ion performance. Half of the words in study list were of 
low frequency (5.1 occurrence per mil l ion) and the remaining half of 
the words were of high frequency (95.6 occurrence per mil l ion). Six 
al ternat ive complet ion tests and three recognit ion tests were given to 
the subjects at d i f ferent retent ion intervals af ter the pract ice and study 
phase. 
Recognition performance was af fected severly in semantic Vs non-
semantic processing condit ion while there was l i t t l e influence of task 
processing on complet ion performance. Duration of retent ion interval 
had the same e f fec t on both kinds of test. No ef fect of word frequency 
on any test was found. 
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Exp. 3 was designed to compare the complet ion performance v/ith 
the closely related cued-recal l test. First three letters of words were 
presented as cue in each test. The complet ion test was given wi th the 
instructions to complete each cue w i th the f i rst word that comes to 
the mind whereas the cued-recall test was given wi th instruct ion to use 
the cues to help the recal l of the words f rom the study l is t . Subjects 
studied the words in condit ion that required either semantic or non-
semantic processing. Hypothesis was the same as in exp, I and 2, that 
elaboration in semantic processing of the task would inrroasp retr iovnbi l i ty 
and would raise cued-recal l performance above complet ion performance 
by providing addit ional re t r ieval paths for f inding the words. In contrast, 
the lack of elaborative informat ion produced by non-semantic processing 
of the task was expected to result in reduced ret r ievabi l i ty and thus 
cued recal l performance was expected to be poorer. 
Results of the experiment showed a signif icant main ef fect of task 
processing. The overal l performance was higher in semantic processing 
condit ion than in the non-semantic processing condit ion. There was also 
a signif icant interact ion of task processing and test type. This interact ion 
was due to overal l lower cued-recall than complet ion performance wi th 
non-semantic processing but higher cued-recal l than the completion per-
formance wi th semantic processing. The test order af fected completion 
performance but not cued-recal l . Completion performance was signif icantly 
higher when i t fol lowed rather then preceeded cued-recall test ing, but 
only wi th semantic processing task which suggests that when cued-recall 
test was given f i rs t , the recal l of studied words may have increased 
their accessibil i ty due to addit ional act ivat ion. 
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Results of these studies are consistent w i th the findings obtained 
by Shimamura and Squire (ISS^f). They examined paired associate learning 
and pr iming e f fec t in amnesic patients and in normal subjects. In their 
experiment subjects studied unrelated word pairs and then they were 
asked to complete three let ters word stem to form a word. The word 
stem could be completed by using stimulus word f rom the study l ist. 
Just af ter the word complet ion test, paired associate memory was assessed 
on cued-recal l test . Results of the study showed that the performance 
of amnesic patients on word completion test was as good as the performance 
of control subjects whereas, on the other hand, the performance of amnesic 
patient on cued-recal l test was impaired. Control subjects performed 
better on the test when they were given expl ic i t instructions. A l l these 
results support the views, espoused by Jacoby (1983); Mandler (1979), 
and others that d i f ferent memory tests are sensitive to di f ferent aspects 
of the underlying memorial representations. 
Studies of amnesic patients have suggested a dist inct ion between 
two memory systems. One system is damaged in amnesia and depends 
on the integr i ty of the damaged brain region and the other is intact 
in amnesia and is independent of these regions. Keeping in view the 
above facts, Squaire, Shimamura, and Graf (1985) examined the relat ion 
between recognit ion memory and pr iming ef fects in patients receiving 
electroconvulsive therapy (ECT). ECT is known to cause anterograde 
and retrograde amnesia as a prominent side e f fec t of t reatment . 
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Three groups of subjects were used in the experiment. One group 
consisted of the patients receiving bi lateral ECT, the second was receiving 
uni lateral ECT, and the th i rd group consisted of normal subjects. Subjects 
were tested on three di f ferent days during the course of bi lateral or 
uni lateral t reatment when patients were receiving their th i rd , four th, 
f i f t h , or sixth ECT t reatment . On the f i rs t and th i rd day patients studied 
and were tested on word completion test af ter ^5 min. , 65 min. , and 
85 min. of b i la teral or uni lateral ECT t reatment . On the second day 
patients studied and were tested for recognit ion memory af ter ^5 min., 
65 min. , 85 min. , and 9 hours +_ I hour of ECT. Thus there were 10 
study and test conditions in al l • 6 for assessing word-completion and 
^- for assessing recognit ion memory. The 10 learning lists were counter-
balanced across these 10 test conditions. For the control subjects there 
were four test condit ions. Three for assessing word-completion on one 
day, and one for assessing the recognit ion memory on the fol lowing day. 
The word-complet ion abi l i ty was found intact in both groups of 
patients af ter i+3 min. of ECT. Word completion performance did not 
d i f fer signif icantly at d i f ferent delays after ECT wi th the normal subjects. 
Recognition memory of the patients was found impaired at ^5 min. after 
ECT. It was just near to the chance level. A f te r 65 rnin. of ECT, 
the anterograde amnesia had diminished to some degree, and after 85 
min. of the t reatment the recognit ion score of these patients was signi-
f icant ly higher than chance level . These findings supported the view 
that recognit ion memory and priming test performance are independent 
of each other and there by suggested that the process that support priming 
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makes little, if any, contribution to recognition memory. 
Graf, Shimamura, and Squire (1985) further reported similar findings 
that support the view of multiple memory system. In their study they 
conducted two experiments to examine the priming across modality and 
priming across category levels that extends the domain of preserved 
functions in amnesia. In experiment 1, the priming effect measured 
by word-completion, and deliberate recollection, measured by free recall, 
was examined across modalities and within modalities. Four groups of 
subjects, two amnesic and two control, were presented the words visually 
in one condition and auditorily in another condition and then they were 
tested alternatively for completion and free recall in a counterbalancing 
order. 
Priming was observed in both visual-visual and auditory-visual modali-
ties but the magnitude of priming was significantly larger under within 
the modality than in across the madalities whereas the change in modality 
did not affected free-recall. Amnesic patients performed as better as 
the control subjects on word completion test whereas the performance 
of amnesic patients was found impaired on free-recall. 
In experiment 2, subjects v/ere presented a random list of words 
belonging to different conceptual categories, and then they were given 
a priming test . Subjects were presented a category lable as cue,, and 
they were required to generate the first eight exemplers that came to 
mind. A free recall test followed the priming tasl<. In this way two 
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groups of amnesic patients and two control groups, studied and were 
tested. 
Analysis of the performance of amnesic patients, healthy controls 
and alchohalic control group on word-production and frcc-rccall showed 
that the average level of recall was similar for healthy control group 
and alchohalic control group but the performance of amnesic patients 
was significantly lower. In word production by category cue, each group 
showed a significant tendency to generate target words from the study 
list more often than expected without a study list presentation. Findings 
of similar amount of priming in amnesic patients and control groups 
is inconsistent with the view that subject accomplish priming by using 
a recall strategy, because amnesic patients were severly impaired on 
free-recall test while they showed normal performance on word production 
test . Thus the study reveals a dissociation between recall and priming 
tests . 
Graf and Schacter (1985) may be regarded as poineer in using the 
terms implicit and explicit memory. According to them, implicit memory 
refer to the performance on priming test like word-completion whereas 
explicit memory refers to the performance on traditional memory tests 
such as recall and recognition. To explore whether the same or different 
processes operate in implicit and explicit memory, Graf and Schacter 
conducted two experiment to examine whether either newly acquired 
associations or preexisting associations affect completion test performance. 
In experiment 1, G't subjects equally divided into four groups, studied 
related and unrelated words pairs in elaborative and non-elaborative study 
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conditions. In the related pairs, the target words were linked by an famil ier 
association and in unrelated pairs, the target words had no preexisting 
re lat ion. Subjects learned either under elaborat ive or under non-elaborative 
condit ion. Under elaborative condit ion, subjects used a 5-point scale 
that had the labels "Esay to re late" and "D i f f i cu l t to re la te" at its ends. 
Under non-elaborative condit ion, subjects had to report a common vowel 
between the two words of the pair. The design of their experiment 
included two between subject factors: type of study list pairs (related 
Vs unrelated) and study task (elaborative Vs non-elaborative). The design 
also included completion test context (same Vs di f ferent) as a within 
subject factor . Under same context , the in i t ia l three let ter stems of 
the response word were paired wi th the same word as in study list and 
under d i f ferent context these stems were paired wi th the words di f ferent 
f rom the study l is t , at the t ime of test. Retention performance of the 
subjects was assessed on a word-complet ion test . A cued-recall test, 
in addi t ion, was also given to assess the expl ic i t memory. 
The experiment yielded three main findings. First , fol lowing an elabora-
t ive study task, there was a higher level of complet ion performance 
when the study context was reinstated at test ing than when study and 
test context were d i f fe rent , for both related and unrelated study list 
word pairs. In contrast, fo l lowing vowel comparison task, there was 
not same d i f ferent e f fec t on either type of word pairs. Second, across 
al l type of d i f ferent -context test i tcins, there were similar and signif icant 
increase above the chance level of complet ion performance under both 
elaborative and vowel comparison task condit ion. Third, there was a 
higher level of recal l for related pairs than for unrelated pairs as well 
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as a higher level of recall under eiaborative than vowel comparison task con 
dition. 
The first finding of the study i.e. a higher level of completion 
performance on same-context test items versus different-context test 
items under eiaborative study condition, but not under vowel compa-
rison condition was used to argue that implicit memory is mediated 
by automatic processes. In contrast , explicit recall and recognition were 
assumed to be mediated by strategic or controlled processes because 
of their dependence on study task manupulation. On -this view, the 
observation that the same-different effect depends on eiaborative processing 
suggested that the completion test measures explicit rather than implicit 
memory. Thus, the same-different context effect may not provide evidence 
of implicit memory 
Keeping in view the above facts, Experiment II was designed 
to compare the cued-recall and completion performance of amnesic 
patients with the control subjects. Since amnesia is a such type of 
disease that deteriorate the explicit memory but has no effect on implicit 
memory. It was assumed: (a) If amnesic patients and control subject 
show a comparable performance superiority on the completion test in 
the same-context condition over the different-context condition, there 
would strong support for the view that the same different effect is 
medicated by implicit memory for newly aquired associations, (b) If 
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amnesic showed a similar level of complet ion performance on same and 
d i f ferent context test i tems, i t would suggest that the same di f ferent 
e f fec t found in experiment 1, was mediated by expl ic i t remembering. 
Experiment 2, was similar to experiment I , except the three 
changes: First , materials were presented under elaborative processing 
condit ion because same di f ferent e f fec t was observed only under elaborative 
study condit ion in experiment 1, second, the type of study material 
(related and unrelated word pairs) was included as wi th in subject factor ; 
th i rd , a simpl i f ied word completion test was used, wi th fewer i tems, 
for assessing performance in d i f ferent-context condit ion. Each subect 
saw both related and unrelated word pairs and then received word-
completion test fol lowed by a cued-recall test. 
Results of the experiment II revealed that there was a higher 
level of complet ion performance when the study context was reinstated 
at test ing (same-context) then when study and test contexts were d i f ferent , 
for both related and unrelated word pairs. This pattern of f inding supported 
the view that the same-dif ferent e f f e c t on the word completion test is 
mediated by impl ic i t memory for now associations. In spite of their 
severely impaired recal l , the amnesic patients showed ent i re ly normal 
level of complet ion test performance after studying unrelated and related 
word pairs. These findings lent support to the view that impl ic i t and 
expl ic i t memory for new associations are mediated by di f ferent underlying 
process. 
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Studies of amnesic patients strongly support the view of performance 
dissociation on implicit and explicit memory tes ts . Several studies, 
using other experimental variables, have also demonstrated a dissociation 
between implicit and explicit memory. 
Thus lewicki (1985) observed non-conscious biasing effects of single 
instance on subsequent judgement. He prersented adjective noun pairs 
(e.g. old tree) through a cathod'ray tube for a period of 30 ms. A computer 
was used to register subjects responses and response t ime. Immediately 
after the presentation of the material, it was marked by a string of 
X having the same length as that of words which remained on the 
screen for 50 ms. Responses were measured by presenting two adjectives 
(e.g. is a t ree old or big) with the instructions to select one of them 
which, according to his judgement, would fit better witli the noun. 
Lewicki found that subjects tend to clioose the previous exposed adjective 
in response to question concerning how they felt about the noun (e.g. 
is a t ree big or old). The findings clearly indicated the existence of 
implicit memory. As 30 ms exposure of a stimulus can not elicit an 
explicit memory response which was, however, sufficient to measure 
implicit memory. 
Schecter and Graf (1986) examined the effect of elaborative processing 
on implicit and explicit memory for new associations. Experiment 1, 
was designed to examine whether the variation in degree and type 
of elaborative processing of the study material have the same or differential 
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ef fec t on impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory for newly acquired associations. 
One group of subjects was required to perform a sentence generation 
task and the second group was instructed to generate only a word to 
link the member of each pair. It was hypothesized that the word 
generation task would require less associative elaboration than the sentence 
generation task, and hence, expl ic i t memory for new associations would 
be lower af ter word generation than af ter sentence generation, since 
expl ic i t memory is dependent on elaborative process. No assumption 
was made about the influence of degree and type of elaborative processing 
on impl ic i t memory. The design of the experiment included two between 
subject factors, type of study task (sentence generation Vs word generation), 
and type of test (word complet ion Vs let ter cued recal l) , and one wi th in 
subject factor , type of test context (same Vs d i f ferent) . 
The rate of word complet ion was found higher in same context 
than in d i f ferent context condit ion fol lowing word generation, thereby 
demonstrating that this task, too, can produce an associative e f f o r t 
on completion performance. Moreover, performance in the same context 
condit ion which ref lects this associative inf luence, did not d i f fer in 
the word generation and sentence generation task. an ANOVA revealed 
a signif icant main e f fec t of test context on word complet ion performance. 
No other ef fects approached signif icance. 
Analysis of cued-recal l performance revealed that recal l performance 
in the same context condit ion was signif icantly higher fo l lowing sentence 
generation than word generation task. 
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The overal l pat tern of results suggests that impl ic i t and expl ic i t 
memory for new association may depend on d i f ferent consequence of 
elaborative processing. Expl ic i t memory relat ively beni l i ts more from 
sentence generation than f rom word generation- whereas impl ic i t memory 
does not. 
Experiment 2, compared word complet ion and recal l performance 
fol lowing two type of study condit ion. In one condit ion, the sentence 
generation task f rom experiment 1, was used to induce act ive elaboration 
of unrelated word pairs. In a second condit ion, subjects were shown 
sentences that included the same target pairs and they required to rate 
how wel l these sentences related the targets. An addit ional variable 
of retent ion interval was also manipulated in the experiment. 
Results of the experiment showed that the complet ion performance 
was higher in the same context condit ion than in the di f ferent context. 
This di f ference was present in both sentence generation and sentence 
rat ing condit ion and was evident on both the immediate and delayed 
tests. An ANOVA revealed a signif icant main e f fec t of test context . 
In contrast, there was no e f fec t of study task. The interact ion between 
delay and test context , delay x study task, and delay x study task x 
test context , was not signif icant. There was some evidence of main 
e f fec t of retent ion interval on word complet ion performance. Performance 
declined across the retent ion interval in both the sentence generation 
and sentence rat ing task and in both the same and d i f ferent context 
condit ion. A t the m- hr delay, complet ion performance remavned signi-
f icant ly above base line level in the same context condit ion fol lowing 
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both sentence generation and sentence rat ing. In the di f ferent context 
condit ion, however, delayed performance did not exceeded base line 
level fo l lowing either word or sentence generation. 
Analysis of cued-recal l data showed signif icant main e f fec t of 
test context . Type of elaborative processing also had a large ef fect 
on expl ic i t remembering of new associations. Recall in the same context 
condit ion was substantial ly higher fo l lowing sentence generation versus 
sentence rat ing at both test delays. ANOVA also revealed a signif icant 
test type x Study Task interact ion and also a marginally signif icant 
Test Type Study Task x Test context in teract ion. 
Overal l pat tern of results demonstrated that act ive generation 
of elaboration is not necessary to observe impl ic i t memory of new asso-
ciations and suggested that encoding of even a small amount of information 
that relates or unites two randomly paired word is suff ic ient to produce 
impl ic i t memory for new associations. However, i t is not clear whether 
i t is necessary to encode only meaningful relations between two words 
in order to observe impl ic i t memory for new associations. Experiment 
3, was addressed to this issue. 
Experiment 3, was similar to experiment 2, except some changes 
in type of elaborat ion. In one condit ion subjects rated the meaningful 
sentences as in experiment 2, and were tested w i th both completion 
and recal l tests. In the other condit ion, however, they rated and were 
tested on anomalous sentences that resembled the f i l le r sentences that 
were used in experiment 2. These sentences, though grammatical ly 
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correct , did not provide a meaningful relation between the two critical 
words. 
The main finding of the experiment 3, was that studying word 
pairs in anomalous sentences did not produce a significant associative 
effect on word completion test performance, whereas studying the pairs 
in meaningful sentences did. Thus the finding suggests that encoding 
of a meaningful relation between two words is necessary to produce 
implicit memory of new associations. Encoding the meaning of individual 
words without a meaningful relation between them, as was done in the 
anomalous sentences, does not produce implicit memory of new associations. 
Experiment 'f, was designed to examine whether rating the pleasent-
ness of each word in an unrelated pair is sufficient to produce an associa-
tive influence on word completion test . For the comparative purpose, 
the sentence generation task from experiment 1, and 2 was also used. 
The results of the experiment ^, were consistent with results 
of preceding experiment. Following the sentence generation task, an 
associative effect on completion performance was found. The completion 
performance was higher in the same context condition than in the different 
context condition. In contrast , there was much weaker evidence of 
an associative effect following pleasentness rating. This pattern of 
the result indicates that encoding the meanings of individual words in 
a pair is not sufficient to produce implicit memory of new associations. 
Thus, the results of the study have revealed both similarities 
and differences between implicit and explicit memory. Degree and 
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type of elaboration have a large effect on explicit memory but little 
or no effect on implicit memory. However, these two kinds of memory 
are similar in the sense that both are dependent on elaborative processing 
of study list, since implicit memory was not observed without a meaningful 
relation between the two words of a pair. 
In a subsequent study, Graf and Schacter (1987) conducted two 
experiments to examine the effect of interference manipulation on implicit 
and explicit memory for new associations. Historically, interference 
researches have focused on associative memory and have firmly established 
that explicit remembering is impaired by interference manipulation. 
In view of pervasive findings of associative interference on explicit 
memory tests , it was expected that studies of the effect of interference 
on implicit memory should have significant theoretical implications. 
The main purpose of their study was to examine whether interference 
manipulation have the same or differential effect on implicit and explicit 
memory. The general strategy for the experiment was that the subject 
was required to study unrelated word pairs and then received either 
an explicit or an implicit memory test . The critical manipulation involved 
an AB, AC interference paradigm. Under interference condition subjects 
were required to study a list of target word pairs (e.g. Shirt-Window) 
that had same stimuli or A word as the intereference list pairs (e.g. 
shirt-finger). Under control condition, the target and interference list 
had no word in common. The design of the experiment included two 
between subject factors (Rl & PI as type of interference and recall 
and completion as type of test) and one within subject factor (experimental 
and control as study condition) under retroactive interference condition, 
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subjects studied the interference l ist preceded by target list and i t 
was fol lowed by target l ist under proact ive interference condit ion. Impl ic i t 
memory was measured by word complet ion test and a le t ter cued recal l 
test was given to assess the expl ic i t remembering. Half of the words, 
in each type of test, were tested in same context (i.e. paired wi th 
the same words) as in the study l is t , and remaining half of the test 
items were tested in d i f ferent context ( i .e. paired wi th d i f ferent word) 
than in the study l ist . 
Results of the experiment showed that overal l performance was 
higher on same versus d i f ferent context test items on both word completion 
and la t ter cued recal l tests. The c r i t i ca l new findings were that inter-
ference manipulation had no e f fec t on word complet ion performance, 
whereas, i t produced a signif icant impairment on la t ter cued recall 
test. The f inding that interference ef fects were considerably larger 
on same than d i f ferent context test i tems, emphasized that interference 
manipulation had selective e f fec t on expl ic i t memory for new associations. 
Experiment 2, was designed to examine the e f fec t of interference 
manipulation for two reasons. First , the interference manipulation in 
exp I , was too weak and secondly, interference might fa i l to a f fec t 
the recognit ion memory. 
Second experiment was similar to the f i rst experiment except 
two changes: f i rs t only one interference manipulation - R l - was used 
becaused both Rl and PI showed similar e f fec t in experiment 1, and 
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and secondly an i tem recognit ion test - pair matching was used to assess 
the expl ic i t memory, since i t has been consistently found that interference 
has no e f fec t on expl ic i t recognit ion test . 
The design of the experiment 2, included study condit ion (experiment 
and control) and test type (word complet ion and pair matching) as between 
subject factors. In experimental condit ion, each subject learned two 
interference lists AC and AD that had the same A word as the target 
l is t , whereas in the control condit ion, subjects studied and were tested 
on two interference lists EC and ED that had d i f ferent stimulus words 
than the target l is t . The interference lists were always studied after 
the target l ist . 
The overal l complet ion performance was. substantially higher in 
same than in d i f ferent context condit ion. An ANOVA showed a signif icant 
main e f fec t of test context (same Vs d i f ferent) w i th no other e f fec t 
approaching signif icance which suggests that interference manipulation 
did not a f fec t imp l ic i t memory. In sharp contrast, recognit ion performance 
was found severely impaired af ter interference manipulat ion. Recognition 
performance was considerably higher in control than in experimental 
condit ion. 
The other experimental variable that has been, frequently used 
to demonstrate whether the same or d i f ferent processes underly impl ic i t 
and expl ic i t memory is age. Thus, l ight and Siftgh (1987) conducted 
a series of three experiments, to examine the e f fec t of age difference 
on impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory. Two age groups, young and older 
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adults, were used in al l the three experiments. The average age of 
young adults was 23.5 years (range = 19-32 years) and the average age 
of older adults was 67.7 years (range . - 60-76 years). A l l the subjects 
studied under two conditions in each experiment. In one condit ion, 
subjects had to rate the words on a 7 point pleasentness scale, whereas 
the second condit ion required the subjects to report a common vowel 
in two successive words in the study l is t . In experiment I , subjects 
were tested for impl ic i t memory on a word cofnpletion test, and free 
recal l and i tem recognit ion tests were given to assess the expl ic i t memory. 
The experiment 2, was same as experiment 1, w i th one exception that 
is a cued recal l test was given to the subjects instead o l tree recal l . 
In experiments 3, the impl ic i t memory was assessed by perceptual ident i f i -
cation and the expl ic i t measures were cued recal l and i tem recognition 
tests. 
Overal l , pat tern of results, showed a signif icant main ef fect of 
age and encoding task. There was very l i t t l e effect of either age or 
encoding condit ion on complet ion performance. In sharp contrast, recall 
and recognit ion performance was af fected rel iabi iy by these two variables 
i.e. age and encoding conditions. A 2 X 2 ANOVA yielded main ef fect 
of age, encoding task, and age x encoding interact ion. It was found 
that the young adults recalled more than the older adults and that pleasent 
rat ing task produced better recall and recognit ion. These results suggested 
that expl ic i t memory declines across the age but impl ic i t memory remain 
unaffected. It is important to note that impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory 
was assessed by using the study l ist consisting of unit ized words and 
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at tempt was made to examine the e f fec t of age on impl ic i t and expl ic i t 
memory using new associations. 
Khan (1990) examined the e f fec t of age and task s imi lar i ty on 
impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory using new associations. In al l 80 male 
subjects part ic ipated in the experiment. '•O were young subjects wi th 
the average age of 22.7 years and the remaining W were old subjects 
w i th the average age of 63 yeaers. These two groups were matched 
w i th Tespect to formal education, having a mean of 16.8 years of schooling. 
A 2 X 2 fac tor ia l design in which one task variable (i.e. s imi lar i ty) 
and one personality variable (i.e. age) was used. The two values of task 
variable were (a) semantic and (b) phonemic s imi lar i ty and the two 
values of age were (a) young and (b) old age. Thus two groups of subjects 
namely young subjects and old subjects were presented a list of paired 
associates. In half of the pairs, the stimulus members of two successive 
pairs were phonemically similar and in other half of the pairs, the stimulus 
members of two successive pairs were semantically similar attached 
w i th unrelated meaningful common wwords. The types of items were 
counter balanced. The retent ion scores obtained for semantically similar 
items and those for phonemically similar i tems, though correlated observat-
ions, were treated as separate observations of the two sets of the items 
presented in a mixed l ist to each of the two groups of subjects. Thus, 
i t yielded four observations on two groups for each of the two measures 
of the dependent variable i.e. impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory. 
Impl ic i t memory was assessed by a word compl i t ion test and 
a cued recal l test was used to measure expl ic i t memory. Separate 
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test forms were used for word complet ion and cued recal l test each 
consisted of a single page. The test form used to measure the impl ic i t 
memory showed a random arrangement of 2^ test i tems. Each i tem 
consisted of a stimulus word attached w i th in i t ia l three let ter stem 
of response word. Out of 2tt test i tems, 6 were the members of phonemi-
cally similar word pairs, 6 were the members of semantical ly similar 
word pairs of the target l ist and the remaining 12 test i tems were 
distractor i tems which were not given in the study l ist and the responses 
of these items were not included in retent ion score. The purpose of 
distractor i tems in word complet ion test was to disguise its memory 
testing aspects, for once memory testing aspects of word completion 
become apparent to the subject, a complet ion test can be transformed 
into a cued recal l test . 
The test form used for cued recal l test showed 12 test i tems, 
out of which 6 were f rom semantically similar word pairs and remaining 
6 were f rom phonemically similar word pairs of the target l ist . These 
test items were not used in the completion test but they were constructed 
in the same manner as for complet ion test. 
A l l the 80 subjects were tested individually and al ternat ively. 
Af ter the necessary instructions, the study l ist was presented to subject 
at the rate of 't second per pair for four t r ia ls . Immediately af ter 
the last t r i a l , a word complet ion test fol lowed by a cued recall test 
was given to the subject. In this way each subject was tested for impl ic i t 
as wel l as for expl ic i t memory. 
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The findings of the study revealed a dissociable performance 
on impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory measures. The mean cued recal l score 
obtained by young subjects was signif icant ly higher than the mean cued 
recal l score obtained by old subjects whereas no signif icant e f fec t of 
age was observed on impl ic i t memory. Moreover, mean cued recall 
score under phonemically similar condit ion was markedly higher than 
the mean cued recal l score under semantically similar condit ion, whereas 
task s imi lar i ty a f fected impl ic i t memory in ent i re ly reverse direct ion. 
The mean word complet ion score under phonemically similar condit ion 
was found signi f icant ly lower than the mean word complet ion score 
under semantical ly similar condit ion. The interact ional e f fec t between 
age and task s imi lar i ty on impl ic i t as wel l as expl ic i t memory was not 
signif icant. 
The above revieww of relevent studies reveals that variables 
such as type of study processing (3acoby & Dallas, 1981), Modali ty change 
(Graf, Shimamura, (5c Squire, 1985; Roediger & Blaxton, 1987), retention 
interval (Komatsu & Ohta, \9S^) and retroact ive and proactive interference 
have d i f ferent ia l e f fec t on impl ic i t and expl ic i t mehiory. These studies 
have provided impressive evidence in favour of dissociation betwween 
impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory. Other studies, however, have revealed 
several s imi lar i t ies between i t i ip l ic i t and expl ic i t memory (Jacoby, 1983a; 
Schacter dc Graf, 1986a; Sloman, Hayman, Ohta and Tulving, 1988; Graf 
& Schacter, 1985; 1987; Schacter & Graf, 1986b; Mackoon & Ratc l i f f , 
1979; 1986; Moscovitch, Winocur, Mc Lachalan, 1986; Johnston, Dark, 
<5c 3acoby, 1985) These conf l ic t ing results lead us to conclude that there 
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is s t i l l controversy regarding the processes underlying impl ic i t and expl ic i t 
memory. The present study is an a t tempt to resolve this controversy. 
Another important consideration that influenced the thinking of 
the present investigator is substential body of evidence to suggest that 
the deprivation of various kinds such as sensory, muscular, social, parental 
cu l tura l , and economic etc. , results into the def ic ient cognit ive functioning 
and thereby impairs learning and memory processes. For instance 
SaeSduzzafar and Alam (1985) examined the e f fec t of prolonged deprivation 
on retent ion. Sample of their study consisted of 30 undergraduate -male 
students of Al igarh Muslim Universi ty. They were assigned to two groups 
on the basis of their scores on prolonged deprivation scale (misra &; 
Tr ipath i , 1977). Each group consisted of 15 subjects. 
The learning and test sequence for each subject was as follows 
using ant ic ipat ion method of learning, subject was presented a list of 
ten non-sense syllables one by one, each for two seconds. In this way 
the whole l ist was presented to the subject. A t the end of the last 
learning t r ia l a retent ion interval of 20 minutes was given to the subject 
during which he was engaged in reading some unrelated l ight mater ia l . 
A t the end of the retent ion interval the subject was asked to recall 
the non-sense syllables one by one in any order wi th in 20 seconds. 
The number of non-sense syllable recalled correct ly determined the 
retent ion score. 
Results of the study showed a signif icant e f fect of prolonged 
deprivation on retent ion. The mean recal l performance of the deprived 
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group was found markedly poorer than the mean recal l performance 
of non-deprived group. 
In a subsequent study Saeeduzzafar and Alam (1986) studied the 
e f fec t of d i f ferent facets of prolonged deprivat ion on retent ion. The 
main objective of the study was to f ind out which area of deprivation 
has relat ively more inhibi tory e f fec t on retent ion and which area 
of deprivation has relat ively less inhibi tory e f fec t on retent ion. 
80 undergraduate male students of Al igarh Muslim University 
served as the subjects whose deprivat ion had been tested 'wi th the 
help of prolonged deprivation (PDS) scale developed and standarized 
by Misra and Tr ipath i (1977). They were equally devided into four groups, 
namely economically deprived, deprived of parental in teract ion, sociocul-
tural ly deprived, and non-deprived on the basis of their scores on PDS. 
The learning and test sequence for each subject was as fol lows. 
Using ant ic ipat ion method of learning, each subject was presented 
a l ist of ten nonsense syllables one by one, each for two seconds. 
Than a cue was presented for two seconds during which the subject 
was asked to ant ic ipate and to report the nonsense syllable that followed 
the cue. Irrespective of his correct or incorrect answer, the f i rs t nonsense 
syllable appeared on the memory drum for two seconds and the subject 
was required to ant ic ipate the second nonsense syllabic that followed 
the f i rs t . The second nonsense syllable, then was exposed for two seconds 
and the subject was asked to ant ic ipate the th i rd nonsense syllable that 
fol lowed the second. In this way the whole l ist was presented to the 
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the subject un t i l l he ant ic ipated a l l the nonsense syllable correct ly . 
A t the end of last learning t r i a l a retent ion interval of 30 minutes 
was given to the subject during wwhich he remained engaged in reading 
some l ight mater ia l . A t the end of retent ion in terva l , the subject was 
asked to recal l the nonsense syllable one by one wi th in 20 seconds. 
The retent ion score was determined by the number of nonsense syllables 
correct ly recal led. 
' Data thus obtained were stat is t ical ly t reated by means of ' t ' 
test . The mean recal l performance of economically deprived group 
(deprived in housing condit ions, home environment, economic suff iciency 
and clothing practices) was found lowest among al l the four groups; 
Socioculturally deprived group (deprived in mot ivat ional experiences, 
religious experiences, t ravel and recreat ional experience, emotional 
experiences, and miscellaneous quasi-cultural experiences) obtained second 
lowest . mean recal l scores and the group which was deprived of parental 
interactions (deprived in formal experiences, childhood experiences, parental 
character ist ics, interact ion w i th parents) obtained th i rd lowest mean 
recal l scores. The non-deprived group on the other hand, obtained the 
highest mean recal l scores among al l the four groups of subjects. The 
mean recal l performance of these four groups was also compared wi th 
each other and ' t ' test was employed to see the level of signif icance. 
It was found that economic deprivation and socio-cultural deprivation 
have signif icant deter imental e f fec t on retent ion while no rel iable difference 
was observed between the recal l performance of non-deprived group 
and group w i th parental deprivat ion. The mean recal l scores of economically 
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deprived subjects was also compared w i th the mean recal l performance 
of the socio-cultural iy subjects. The di f ference between the retent ion 
performance of these two groups was not found signif icant. Thus the 
study revealed that economic deprivation and socio-cultural deprivation 
equally deter iorate the retent ion performance whereas deprivation of 
parental in teract ion has no e f fec t on learning and memory processes. 
More or less similar study was conducted by Alam (1986) to see 
the e f fec t of prolonged socio-cultural and economic deprivation on retent ion. 
In his study t^5 undergraduate students of Al igarh Muslim University 
part ic ipated in the experiment. They were assigned to three groups 
of 15 each, on the basis of their scores on Misra and Tr ipathi 's (1977) 
prolonged deprivat ion scale. The three groups of the subjects were 
economically deprived, socio-cultural ly deprived, and non-deprived. A l l 
the subjects were tested individual ly. Ant ic ipat ion method of learning 
was used. A l ist of ten nonsense syllable was learnt by the subject 
to a c r i te r ia of one perfect ant ic ipat ion. A t the end of last learning 
t r i a l , a retent ion interval of 20 minutes was given to the subject during 
which he was engaged in reading some unrelated l ight mater ia l . At 
the end of retent ion in terva l , the subject was required to recall the 
nonsense syllables one by one in any order wi th in 20 seconds. The 
number of nonsense syllable recalled cor rec t ly , determined the retent ion 
score of the subjects. 
Results of the study revealed a signif icant e f fec t of both areas 
of prolonged deprivat ion, i.e. economic deprivation and socio-cultural 
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deprivation, on retention. The mean recall score of economically and 
socio-culturally deprived group was found reliably poorer than the mean 
recall score of non-deprived group. The mean retention score of economically 
was also compared with the mean retention score obtaineed by socio-
culturally deprived group, by means of ' t ' tes t . It was found that economic 
deprivation has more prounced deteriorative effect on retention than 
socio-cultural deprivation. The mean recall score obtained by economically 
deprived group was found to bcc markedly poorer than the mean recall 
score obtained socio-culturally deprived group. The finding leads one 
to conclude that economic deprivation as compared to socio-cultural 
deprivation has stronger inhibitory effect on cognitive processes such 
as memory. 
In another study Alam (1988) examined the effect of social deprivation 
and observer presence on retention. The presence of an observing audience 
was taken into consideration because it acts as social cue or incentive 
to intensify the enactment of those cognitivee processes necessary for 
successful recall performance. If the presence of an observing audience 
constitute such a social cue then it should have a facilitative effect 
on memory performance. Thus it was hypothesized that retention would 
be better undeer 'observer presence' condition than under observer absence' 
condition. Since it has been found that an incentive stimulus facilitates 
learning and retention of deprived subjects, it v/as further predicted 
that the presence of an observing audience would have more facilitative 
effect on memory performance of deprived subject than those of the 
non-deprived subjects. 
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Forty undergraduate male students of Al igarh Muslim University 
part ic ipated as subjects in the experiment. They were equally devided 
into two groups on the basis of their scores on modif ied verson of 
prolonged deprivat ion scale (Misra & Tr ipath i , 1977). These groups were: 
(a) socially deprived and (b) socially non-deprived. There were 20 
subjects in each group. Halt of the subjects of each group were 
assigned to 'observer presence' condit ion and other, half to observer 
absence condit ion in a 2 x 2 factor ia l design experiment. Thus four 
groups of subjects were formed each group consisted of 10 subjects. 
A l l the subjects were tested individual ly. A l ist of 16 meaningful 
words was presented ;to each subject for four t r ia ls . Immediately after 
the four th t r i a l , the subject was al loted two minutes recal l t ime during 
which he was asked to wr i te down as many words as possible in any 
order. 
In the "observer-present" condit ion, a student other than experimenter 
was watching the learning and recal l performance of the subject. The 
subject was not informed before the start of the experiment that any 
strange person would observe his performance in this way. In the "observer-
absente" condit ion, no one was observing the learning and recal l performance 
of the subject. 
A l l the main ef fects were found signif icant. The mean word 
recal l score of deprived subjects was markedly lower than the mean 
v/ord recal l score of the non-deprived subjects. Consistent wi th the 
hypothesis the results revealed that subjects in the 'observer-presence' 
condit ion showed higher average recal l than subjects in the 'observer-
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absence' conditions. The interaction effect of social deprivation and 
observer manipulation was also found significant, indicating a larger effect 
of an observing audience fori deprived subjects than for non-deprived 
subjects. 
A thorough reviev/ of literature reveals that few studies have 
been undertaken to demonstrate the influence of prolonged deprivation 
on explicit memory but no attempt has been made so far to examine 
the effect of prolonged deprivation on implicit memory. In order to 
resolve the existing controversy regarding processes underlying implicit-
explicit memory, it is highly significant to explore whether or not prolonged 
deprivation has differential effect on implicit and explicit memory. 
The present study, a poineer one, is a step in this direction. 
Chapter - III 
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METHODOLOGY 
As mentioned in the preceding chapter, the present research was 
designed to study the e f fec t of phonemic and semantic s imi lar i ty of 
the task on impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory in relat ion to prolonged deprivat-
ion. More speci f ical ly, the present investigation was undertaken 
to answer the fol lowing questions: 
1. Do deprived and non-deprived subjects d i f fer w i th respect to impl ic i t 
memory ? 
2. Do phonemic and semantic s imi lar i ty have d i f ferent ia l ef fect 
on impl ic i t memory ? 
3. Is there any interact ional e f fec t of prolonged deprivation and 
task s imi lar i ty on impl ic i t memory ? 
'f. Do deprived and non-deprived subjects d i f fer w i th respect to 
expl ic i t memory ? 
5. Do phonemic and semantic s imi lar i ty have d i f ferent ia l ef fect 
on expl ic i t memory ? 
6. Is there any interact ional e f fect of prolonged deprivation and 
task s imi lar i ty on expl ic i t memory ? 
7. Does prolonged deprivation has d i f ferent ia l e f fect on impl ic i t 
and expl ic i t memory ? 
8. Does phonemically similar in format ion has d i f ferent ia l ef fect 
on impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory ? 
9. Does semantically similar in format ion has d i f ferent ia l e f fect on 
impl ic i t arid expl ic i t memory ? 
10. Is there any interact ional e f fec t of prolonged deprivation and 
task s imi lar i ty on the dif ference of impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory 
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DesJRn; 
A 2X2 factorial design, in which one personality variable (i.e. prolonged 
deprivation) and one task variable (i.e. similarity) each varying in two 
ways, was used in the present experiment. Prolonged deprivation variable 
was varied by selecting (a) deprived and (b) non-deprived subjects. The 
two values of task variable were: (a) phonemic similarity and (b) semantic 
similarity. Thus each of the two group of subjects namely deprived 
and non deprived was presented a list of paired associates, half of which 
consisted of phonemically similar stimulus members, and other !\alf consisted 
of semantically similar stimulus members paired with unrelated meaningful 
common words. The types of items being counter balanced. Thus, it 
yielded four observations on two groups of subjects for each of the two 
measures of the dependent variable. In other words, the retention scores 
obtained for phonemically similar items and those for semantically similar 
items though correlated observations, were treated as separate observation 
of the two sets of items presented in the mixed list of each of the 
two groups of subjects. The two measures of the dependent variable 
(i.e. retention) employed in the present experiment v/ere implicit and 
explicit memory. The design of the experiment may be stated diagramatically 
as foilov/s: 
Group I Received ^ trials on a mixed Received Received Received 
Deprived list consisting of 28 paired name words cued 
Subjects associates. In the half of the completion completion recall 
list, stimuli of two successive test test to test to 
pairs were phonemically simi- assess irn- measure 
iar and responses were iinrela- plicit • explicit 
ted words, while in the other memory memory 
half of the list, stimuli of two 
successive pairs were semanti-
cally similar at tached with un-
related words as response mem-
ber. The types of paired asso-
ciates were counter balanced. 
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Group-II Received ^ t r i a l j on Received Received word 
Non-depri- the same mixed l ist, name completion test 
ved Subj- used for group I completion to assess imp l i -
jects. test. c i t memory 
Received 
cued recall 
test to 
assess exp-
l ic i t memory 
The l e a r n i n g and t e s t s e q u e n c e f o r each g r o u p 
of subjects was as fol lows: First a ready signal was given to the subject, 
then,' a mixed list of 28 paired associates was presented at a rate of 
^ second per pair for four tr ials through an electr ical ly operated memory 
drum. Immediately af ter presentation of last word pair at 'tth t r ia l 
each subject received a distractor task and then memory tests. The function 
of distractor task was to engage subject in a unrelated ac t iv i ty for about 
3 minutes before administering the c r i t i ca l memory tests, and more imp-
or tant ly , to induce an approperiate set for word complet ion test ing. 
For the distractor task, subjects were presented wi th a test sheet consisted 
of 15 in i t ia l three le t ter stems of the common names of persons. Subjects 
were required to complete each stem wi th the f i rs t surname that came 
to their mind. 
Following the distractor task, a word completion test was given 
to the subjects to assess the impl ic i t memory and then expl ic i t memory 
was tested by cued-recal l test. Separate test form was used for word 
completion and cued-recal l test, each consisted of a single page. The 
test fo rm used to measure the impl ic i t memory showed a random arrange-
ment of ?A test i tems each consisted of a stimulus word attached with 
of 
in i t ia l three le t ter stern/response word (e.g. l iberty-car . . . ) . Out of 2^^ test 
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i tems, 6 test items were the members of phonemically similar v/ord pairs, 
6 were the members of semantically similar word pairs of the target 
l ist and the remaining !2 test i tems were distractor items which 
were not given in the study l ist and the responses of these items v/ere 
not included in retent ion score. The purpose of distractor items in 'word-
complet ion test was to disguise its memory testing aspects, for once 
memory test ing aspects of a word completion test become apparent to 
tl ic subjects, a complet ion test may be transformed into a cucd-rccal l 
test. Cued-recall and word-complet ion di f fer in instructions only. For 
completion test the instructions made no reference to memory for the 
study l ist . Thus, on word complet ion test, foliov/ing instructions were 
given to the subjects. 
"Before giving you a memory test, I am presenting a second completion 
test. Here, few v/ords alongwith word stems are presented to you. You 
are requested to read aloud each context v/ord and then complete the 
stem next to i t w i th the f i rs t v/ord that comes to your mind. You can 
wr i te any word except proper nouns. Since this mater ia l w i l l be used 
in my future research, you are, therefore, requested to complete as many 
word stems as possible wi th in ten minutes. Do you understand"? 
The test fo rm used for cued-recal l test shov/ed 12 test i tems, out 
of which 6 items were f rom phonemically similar v/ord pairs and remaining 
6 v/ere f rom semantically similar word pairs of the target l ist. It is 
important to note that these test items v/ere not used in completion 
test. Moreover, i t v/as unwarrented to use distractor ite;ns in cued-
recal l test, hence distractor items v/cre not used. Li!<e in completion 
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test, each test i tem consisted of a stimulus v/ord plus a three letter 
stem of response word but d i f ferent instructions were given to the subject 
Vv/hich made clear reference of a memory test. The instructions were 
as follov/s: 
"I am going to present you few v/ords alongv/ith v/ord sterns. You 
are required to read allowed the v/ord next to each v/ord stem and use 
the stem as an aid for remembering a response word of the study test 
pair5. Try to recal l as many words as possible v/ithin f ive minutes. 
Do you understand"? 
Stimulus Material and Apparatus; 
The stimulus mater ial and apparatus employed in the experifnci i l 
vyere: 
(a) list of paired associates, 
(b) e lectr ical ly operated memory drum, 
(c) P.D. Scale 
The list of paired associates v/as consisted of fourteen blocks of 
twenty eight pairs. In the seven blocks of fourteen pairs, the stimulus 
word of tv/o successive pairs v/ere semantically similar, paired ' .w i th 
unrelated words and in the other seven blocks of fourteen pairs, the 
stimulus member of tv/o successive pairs were phonemically similar attatched 
v/ith unrelated words. To prepare the f i rst type of seven blocks of fourteen 
pairs, a prel iminary study v/as conducted. First 50 nouns v/ere given 
to 50 undergraduate students v/ith the foUov/ing instructions: 
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"I w i l l show you a l ist of stimulus words one by one. You are required 
to wr i te down v/ithin one minute the synonym of each stimulus word 
presented to you. For example, if I pronounce the word "HAPPY" then 
you may wr i te 'GLAD' , 'CHEERFUL' etc. as its synonyms". 
In this v/ay responses of 50 subjects to each of the 50 nouns were 
obtained and tabulated to determine the most suitable synonym for each 
stimulus word. Out of 50 stimulus v/ords only seven nouns and their 
seven corresponding synonyms were selected on the fol lowing cr i ter ia ; 
(a) that each stimulus word has more or less equal numbers of letters, 
(b) that the synonym of each stimulus v/ord is the nearest possible one 
and (c) that neither stimulus word nor its synonym evokes any emotion, 
i.e. stimulus words and its synonyms are neutral words. Each of the 
fourteen stimulus word (i.e. seven noun and seven their corresponding 
synonyms) was paired w i th the unrelated v/ords taken f rom Thorndike-
Lorge (19'f'f) norms wi th the conditions that the in i t ia l three letters 
stem of each word had atleast six al ternat ive completion and each stern 
iiad to occur twice only on enl i rc l ist. The pairs were arranged in sucii 
a way that the stimulus members of the tv/o successive pairs were semanti-
cal ly similar paired wi th unrelated v/ords but the in i t ia l three letter 
sterns of the response words were the same. If, for example, the f i rst 
pair of a block of tv/o pairs v/as "FREEDOM-CARPET", then the second 
pair of the block was "LIBERTY-CARROT". In this v/ay seven bloc!<s 
of fourteen pairs v/ere arranged. 
In order to prepare remaining seven blocks of- fourteen pairs, another 
prel iminary study v/as conducted. Anottier set of 50 nouns v/as given 
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to a groups of undergraduate students with the follov/wing instructions: 
"I will present to you some stimulus v/ords one by one, you are required 
to write dov/n within one minute, the homonym of each stimulus word 
presented ib you. For example, if I pronounce the stimulus v/ord "COUN-
CEL" then you may write "COUNSEL" as its homonym, I.e. you may 
write all those words as homonym whose sound is like the sound of the 
stimulus word presented to you". 
The responses of 50 subjects to each of the 50 nouns were obtained 
and tabulated to determine t h e most, suitable homonym of each stimulus 
words. Out of the 50 stimulus v.'ords, only seven stimulus v/ords and 
their seven corresponding homonyms were selected on the cri teria: 
(a) that each stimulus word 'has more or less equal number of letters. 
(b) that the homonym of each stimulus word is the nearest possible one 
and (c) that all seven stimulus word and their seven corresponding homonyos 
are neutral words. Each of the fourteen stimulus items (i.e. seven stimulus 
words and their seven corresponding homonyms) was paired v^ith the 
unrelated words taken from Thorndike-Lorge (19';',0 norms with the same 
condition as for the blocks of synonyrds. The fourteen pairs were arranj',od 
in such a v/ay that the stimuli of the tVvO successive pairs were phonemically 
similar. For example, if the first pair of a block of two pairs v/cis 
"WHOLE-CONFIRM", then the second pair of the block would be "HOLE-
CONSIDER". In this way, all of the fourteen pairs v/cre arranged in 
seven blocks. 
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The two set of paired-associates so prepared were arranged in counter-
balancing order on a sheet to obtain a mixed list of fourteen blocks 
of twenty eight paired associates out v.'hich twelve blocks (6P5 + 6SS) 
of twenty four pairs v/ere designated as critical word pairs and two blocks 
of four pairs served as filler items. Out of two blocks of filler items 
one block of two pairs was given at the beginning of the study list to 
control the recency and primacy effects and one block of tv/o pairs was 
given at the end of study list in order to prevent rehearsal of the last 
responses of the pairs. The filler items were not tested subsequently. 
The arrangements of paired-associates for study and for subsequent 
test of implicit and explicit memory are given in the following table: 
Kattle-Along 
Cattle-Aloud 
Reign-Chair 
Rain-Change 
Wood-Drink 
would-Drill 
Hole-Confirm 
Whole-Consider 
Success-i^nlcony 
Victory-Ballot 
Table - I 
Shov/ing Study List 
Packet-Accord 
Bundle-Accept 
Ability-Encode 
Capacity-Enclose 
Freedom-Carpet 
Liberty-Carrot 
Border-Reveal 
Margin-Review 
Lugga);o-Crov/n 
Baggage-Cross 
Seen-Blend 
Scene-Blade 
Lever-Stamp 
Liver-Stable 
Steel-Proper 
Stedl-Process 
Wicfther-Remedy 
Climate-Remember 
Table - II 
Showing Implicit Memory Test 
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Nation- lnt . . . 
Actor-Wat . . . 
Rain-Cha... 
Bucket-Yea... 
Victory-Bal . . . 
Growth-Pla. . . 
Would-Dri . . . 
Wring-Oan.., 
Bundle-Acc... 
Capacity-Enc... 
Farming-Har.. . 
Scene-Bla... 
Said-CJo... 
Whole-Con... 
L iver-Sta.. . 
Trust-Patri... 
L iberty-Car. . , 
Ankle-Hou... 
Margin-Rev... 
Board-Pur,., 
Baggage-Cro. 
Book-Rea 
Dear-Pr i , , . 
Steel-Pro... 
Table - III 
Showing Explicit Memory Test. 
Rcign-Cha... 
Success-Bai;, 
Wood-Dri. . . 
Packe t -Acc . 
A b i l l t y - E n c . 
Sec;ii-I31a... 
lloic-Con.,, 
Lever-Sta... 
Freedom-Car. 
Border-Rev... 
Luggagc-Cro., 
Steul-Pro... 
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The apparatus used in tliis expcritricnt was an electrically operated 
memory drum in which the timing device was so adjusted as to allow 
each v^ord pair to be exposed for a period of >^• seconds. 
Sample: 
In all 80 male subjects participated in the experiment out of them 
'fO subjects were deprived subjects and remaining '40 were non-deprived. 
The deprived and non-deprived subjects Vv^ ere selected from a large sample 
of 300 graduate and post graduate students of Aligarh Muslim University. 
On the basis of their scores on Misra &. Tripathi (1977) prolonged-deprivation 
scale, subjects whose scores on PDS fell on or below 1st quJrtile were 
considered as non-deprived and the subjects v/hose sc^rf ffil nn or above 
3rd quarti<€. were considered as the deprived subjects. The age range 
of these subjects was 19 to 2'f years. Thus there were tv/o groups of 
subjects viz. deprived and non-deprived. These tv/o groups vyere matched 
in their formal education. Both groups had a mean of 16.8 years of 
schooling. 
Procedure: 
All the 80 subjects were tested individually and both the groups 
i.e. deprived and non-deprived, were run simultaneously i.e. first subject 
was tested from the deprived group, second subject was tested from the 
non-deprived group, and the third subject was tested from .the deprived 
group and so on. 
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As the subject entered the laboratory, he was seated comfertablc 
on a chair facing the aperture of memory drum and the following, instructions 
were given to h im: 
"I am going to present you a l ist of lew paired-associates one by 
one through e lect r ica l ly operated memory drum. Each paired-associate 
w i l l appear in the apperture of memory drum for four seconds. In this 
way the whole l ist v/i l l be presented for four t imes. You are required 
to see each paired-associate careful ly and read aloud each word pair. 
A t the end of four th t r ia l you w i l l be given a name completion test, 
a word complet ion test , and then a memory test. Do you understand"? 
According to the instructions given above, each subject was tested 
for impl ic i t as wel l as for expl ic i t memory. 
The data obtained were tabulated group-v/ise and stat ist ical ly treated 
to draw necessary inferences. 
Chapter - IV 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA AND INTERPRETATION 
As mentioned in the preceding chapter, A 2 X 2 factor ia l design of 
experiment was employed in the present study. Two independent variables 
i.e. s imi lar i ty of the task and prolonged deprivation each varying in 
two ways, were used. The two values of the task variable (i.e. s imi lar i ty) 
were '(a) phonemic s imi lar i ty , and (b) semantic s imi lar i ty . The other 
variable (i.e. prolonged deprivation ) was varied by selecting (a) deprived 
subjects and (b) non-deprived subjects. Each of the two group of subjects, 
namely, deprived subjects and non-deprived subjects was presented a 
l ist of paired associates, half of which consisted of phonemically similar 
stimulus members and the other half consisted of semantical ly similar 
stimulus member, the types of items being counter-balanced. Thus i t 
yielded four observations on two groups of subjects for each of the 
two measures of the dependent variable. In other words, the retention 
scores obtained for phonemically similar items and those for semantically 
similar i tems, though correlated observations, were t reated as separate 
observations of the two sets of the items presented in the mixed list 
to each of the two groups of the subjects. 
Keeping in view the main objectives of the present study, the data 
were analysed for impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory separately wi th the help 
of analysis of variance. Moreover, analysis of variance was also used 
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to see the differential effect of each independent variable on implicit 
and explicit memory. Thus, 'F ' ratios were calculated separately for 
implicit and explicit memory and for the difference bctwween implicit 
and explicit memory. 
The implicit memory scores of the two groups of subjects obtained 
under phonemic and semantic similar tasks are given in table 1(a), their 
mean scores in table 1(b) and their 'F ' ratios in table 1(c). 
Table 1(a) ; Showing rav/ scores obtained by tv/o groups of subjects under phone-
mic and semantic similar task on implicit memory test . 
SNo. DEPRIVED GROUP NON-DEPRIVED GROUP Phs 
2 
0 
5 
3 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
2 
3 
3 
't 
3 
l^ 
i4 
SS 
3 
3 
k 
5 
3 
3 
tt 
2 
5 
4 
3 
(i 
5 
3 
2 
i^ 
2 
5 
( i 
b. 
Phs 
2 
3 
3 
2 
k 
2 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
f 
3 
if 
2 
2 
2 . 
3 
3 
2 
SS 
3 
3 
2 
^ 
5 
i* 
i* 
2 
i^ 
3 
3 
3 
«+ 
2 
if 
3 
5 
3 
H 
3 
2. 
3. 
if. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
1). 
12. 
13. 
lif. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
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:2i, 
22. 
23. 
2f. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
3^. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
'to. 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
3 
f 
5 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
'f 
1 
2 
3 
if 
2 
^ 
f 
3 
5 
3 
't 
2 
5 
'* 
2 
/* 
5 
2 
'f 
2 
't 
5 
2 
3 
2 
3 
2 
5 
2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
'f 
2 
2 
5 
1 
3 
3 
'f 
0 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
i^ 
3 
2 
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Table 1(b) : Showing mean implicit memory scores obtained by tv/o groups 
under phonemically and semantically similar task. 
Similarity 
of Task 
PROLONGED-DUFRIVATION 
Deprived Non-Deprivfedi Mean 
Phonemic 
Similarity 
2.37 2.52 2M 
Semantic 
Similarity 
3.55 3.07 3.31 
Mean 2.96 2.79 
Table 1(c) : Showing ANOVA for implicit memory scores. 
Sources of 
Variation 
Prolonged 
deprivation (P.D.) 
Task 
Similarity 
Interaction 
P.D. X Task 
Similarity 
Subject 
(Individual 
differences) 
Residual 
(Subject X Treatment 
Interaction) 
Sum of 
square 
1.05 
29.75 
3.90 
98.2^ 
93.79 
df N4ean sum 
of square 
1.05 
29.75 
3.90 
F 
rat io 
1.31 
37.19 
4.87 
P 
P=NS 
P/_.01 
Pl.05 
39 
17 
2.51 
0.80 
3.13 
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A perusal of table l(c) reveals that 'F ' rat io for var iat ion in prolonged 
deprivation is 1.31 which is ins ign i f icant . The result suggests that variation 
in deprivation has no d i f ferent ia l e f fec t on impl ic i t rnernory. Ignoring 
s imi lar i ty of the task, we f ind in table 1(b) that mean of the means 
for deprived subjects is 2.96 (i.e. 2.37 + 3.55/2) and the mean of the 
means for non-deprived subjects is 2.79 ( i .e. 2.52 + 3.07/2). Since the 
dif ference between these tvy-o mean of the means (i.e^__2*S6_^c 2.79) is 
negligible, i t may be concluded that deprived a»m^6n-'^epfi\^tS-^sfeDW 
do not d i f fer w i th respect to impl ic i t memory. 11"^( Ace No. ^_^ 
'F ' rat io for var iat ion in s imi lar i ty of the ' ^ ^ ^ i s - 37,19_^CR^,^table 
1(c) v/hich is signif icant at .01 level. The results shows' that phonemic 
s imi lar i ty and semantic s imi lar i ty have d i f ferent ia l e f fec t on impl ic i t 
memory. Disregarding the deprivation variable, table 1(b) shows that mean 
of means for phonemically similar task is 2.'i'f ( i .e. 2.37 + 2.52/2) and 
the mean of the means for semantically similar task is 3.31 (i.e. 3.55 
+ 3.07/2). Since the mean of the means for semantical ly similar task 
is higher than the mean of the means for phonemically similar task, 
i t may be concluded that phonemic s imi lar i ty as compared to semantic 
s imi lar i ty has more dd t r ime i i ta l e f fec t on impl ic i t memory. In other 
words impl ic i t memory is sensitive to phonemic s imi lar i ty of the task 
whereas i t is re lat ively insensitive to semantic s imi lar i ty of the task. 
'F ' ra t io for interact ional e f fec t of task s imi lar i ty and prolonged-
deprivation (Ref. Table I.c) is 'f.87 which is signif icant at .05 level of 
signif icance. The result shows that an interact ion exists between task 
s imi lar i ty and prolonged deprivat ion. The interact ional e f fect is also presented 
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FIG. 1.0- IMPLICIT MEMORY (Deprivation X task similarity interaction) 
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grapliically (fig. 1.0) which too indicates the existance of significant inter-
actional effect between the ivjo variables on implicit memory. 
In fig. 1.0 the two values of deprivation (i.e. deprived and non-
deprived_) are shown on the horizontal axis. The mean implicit memory 
scores are presented on the vertical axis: point No.l is the mean implicit 
memory score (3.55) for the deprived subjects under semantically similar 
condition; point No.2 is the mean implicit memory score (2.37) for deprived 
subject under phonemically similar condition; point No.3 is the mean 
implicit memory score (3.07) of non-deprived subject under semantically 
similar conditions and point fJo.'J is the mean implicit memory score 
(2.52) for non-deprived subjects under phonemically similar condition. 
The line that connects point flo.l and point No.3 represent the implicit 
memory performance of the subjects under semantically similar condition: 
half of them were deprived and remaining half were non-deprived. Tiic 
line through points No. 2 & 'f represents the implicit memory performance 
of the subjects under phoncniically similar c;oiulilion half of Ihern v.'crc 
deprived and the remaining half Vv-ere non-deprived. 
The two lines drav/n in figure 1.0 are not parallel rather they tend 
to cross each other suggesting the existance of interaction between task 
similarity and prolonged-deprivation. The same conclusions may be drawn 
by comparing differences in mean implicit memory scores obtained by 
two groups of subjects under phonemic and semantic similar condition. 
These differences are given in table 1(d). 
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Table 1(d) : Showing mean implicit memory scores obtained by two groups 
of subjects under phonemic and semantic similar condition and 
differences in their mean implicit memory scores. 
Phs SS difference 
Deprived 2.37 3.55 1.18 
Non-deprived 2.52 3.07 0.55 
Difference 0.15 0A2, 
It is evident from table 1(d) and figure 1.0 that the difference 
between mean implicit memory scores of deprived subjects under phonemi-
cally similar condition and semantically similar condition is 1.18 which 
is much higher than the difference between mean implicit memory scores 
of non-deprived subjects under phonemically similar and semantically 
similar condition (i.e. 0.55). Similarly the difference betv/cen mean implicit 
memory scores obtained by deprived and non-deprived subjects under 
phonemically similar condition (i.e. 0.15) is also not similar to the difference 
between mean implicit memory scores obtained by deprived and non-
deprived subjects under semantically similar condition (i.e. O.'fS). Since 
these differences are not same, we may conclude that an interaction 
exist> between task similarity and prolonged deprivation on implicit memory. 
The explicit memory scores of the two groups of subjects obtained 
under phonemic and semantic Similarity of the task are given in 
Table 11(a), their mean scores in Table 11(b) and their F ratios in Table 
11(c). 
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Table 11(a) : Showing raw scores obtained by two groups of subjects under 
phonemic and semantic similar task. 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
i^. 
5. 
6.-
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
I I . 
12. 
13. 
1^ . 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21 . 
22. 
23. 
2f . 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
Deprived 
Phs 
3 
'f 
if 
'f 
5 
3 
A 
2 
f 
3 
2 
'f 
5 
3 
3 
3 
if 
2 
3 
if 
2 
3 
3 
3 
'f 
't 
'/ 
't 
3 
3 
Group 
SS 
0 
2 
1 
1 
2 
0 
2 
3 
0 
0 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
I 
2 
3 
0 
3 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
Non-deprived 
Phs 
2 
2 
t 
2 
ti-
3 
^ 
't 
2 
t* 
0 
3 
2 
3 
3 
^ 
3 
2 
3 
f 
if 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
1 
2 
'f 
3 
Group 
55 
2 
4 
2 
3 
'^  
't 
2 
3 
if 
t^ 
2 
5 
3 
3 
3 
5 
«* 
0 
2 
3 
3 
f 
t 
1 
3 
2 
2 
U 
3 
2 
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31. 2 1 2 3 
32. if 0 ^ ' 3 
33. '^ \ \ 2 
3^. 3 0 if 3 
35. 5 1 0 2 
36. 5 2 2 3 
37. /, ) 3 /, 
38. 3 0 ^ 3 
39. 2 1 5 ' * 
itO. 4 2 2 it 
Table 11(b) : Showing mean explicit memory scores obtained by two groups 
of subjects under phonemically and semantically similar task. 
Similarity PROLONGED DEPRIVATION 
of task Deprived Non-deprived Mean 
Phonemic 3A5 2.87 3.16 
Similarity 
Semantic 1.30 3.02 2.16 
Similarity 
Mean 2.37 2.94 
Table 11(c) : Showing ANOVA for explicit memory scores. 
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Sources of 
Variation 
Sum of 
square df 
Mean sum F i 
of square ratio 
Prolonged deprived 
P.D. 
Task 
Similar i ty 
Interaction 
P.D» X Task 
Simi lar i ty 
Subject 
(Individual 
differences) 
Residual 
(Subject X Treatment 
Interaction) 
13.23 
^0.00 
52.90 
119.78 
^•7.87 
39 
117 
13.23 32.27 P/ .01 
^0.00 97.56 P/ .01 
52.90 129.02 P/ .01 
3.07 
0A\ 
7.49 
'F ' ratio for variation in deprivation, as shown in table 11(c), is 32.27 
which is significant at .01 level. The result reveals that prolonged deprivation 
has differential effect on explicit memory. Ignoring task variable, we 
find in table 11(b) that the mean of the means for deprived subjects is 
2.37 (i.e. 3.'^5 + 1.30/2) and the mean of the means for non-deprived 
subjects is 2.9'f (2.87 + 3.02/2). Since mean of the means for the deprived 
subject is markedly lower than their non-deprived counterparts, it rnay 
safely be concluded that variation in prolonged deprivation has differential 
effect on explicit memory. In other words, deprived subjects are signi-
ficantly inferior to non-deprived subjects in their cued recall performance. 
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' F ' rat io for task s imi lar i ty variat ion is 97.56 (Table II-c) which 
is also signif icant at .01 level . It may, therefore, be suggested that 
phonemic and semantic s imi lar i ty has d i f ferent ia l e f fect on expl ic i t memory. 
Disregarding deprivation variable, i t may be observed in table 11(b) 
that mean of the means of expl ic i t memory scores under phoncmically 
similar task is 3.16 ( i .e. 3A5 + 2.87/2) and mean of the means of expl ic i t 
memory scores under semantically similar task is 2.16 (i.e. 1.30 + 3.02/2). 
Since the mean of the means under phonemic similar condit ion (3.16) 
is much higher than the mean of the means under semantic similar condition 
(2.16), i t is established beyond doubt that task s imi lar i ty has di f ferent ia l 
ef fect on expl ic i t memory. More specif ical ly, semantic s imi lar i ty of 
the mater ia l has more pronounced d t t r imen ta l e f fect on expl ic i t memory, 
than phonemic s imi lar i ty of the mater ia l . In other words expl ic i t memory 
is highly sensitive to semantic s imi lar i ty of the task whereas i t is relat ively 
insensitive to phonemic s imi lar i ty of the task. 
The interact ion between task s imi lar i ty and prolonged-deprivation 
was also found signif icant. F rat io for interact ional e f fect between these 
two variables (ref. table II-c) is 129.02 Vv'hich is signif icant at .01 level. 
The result shows that an interact ion exists between task simi lar i ty and 
prolonged-deprivation. The interact ional e f fect is also presented graphically 
( f ig . 1.1) which too indicates the existance of signif iant interact ional 
e f fec t between the two variables on expl ic i t memory. 
In f igure 1.1 the two values of deprivation (i.e. deprived and non-
deprived) are shown on the horizontal axis and the mean expl ic i t memory 
scores are presented on ver t ica l axis : point No.l is the mean expl ic i t 
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memory score (3.^5) for the deprived subjects under phonemic similarity; 
point No.2 is the mean explicit memory score (1.30) for deprived subjects 
under semantically similar condition; point No.3 is the mean explicit 
memory score (2.87) of non-deprived subjects under phonemically similar 
conditions and point No.'f is the mean explicit memory score of non-
deprived subjects (3.02) under semantically similar condition. The line 
that connecti point No. 1 & 3 represent^ the explicit memory performance 
of the subjects under phonemically similar condition; half of them were 
deprived and remaining half were non-deprived. The line through point 
No. 2 & 'f represents the explicit memory performance of the subjects 
under semantically similar condition; half of them were deprived and 
remaining half were non-deprived. 
The two lines drawn in figure 1.1 are not parallel rather they cross 
each other suggesting the existance of interaction between task similarity 
and prolonged-deprivation. The same conclusion may be drawn by comparing 
differences in mean explicit metTiory score obtained by two groups of 
subjects under phonemic and semantic similar condition. These differences 
are given in table 11(d). 
Table 11(d) : Showing mean explicit memory score obtained by two groups 
of subjects under phonemic and semantic similar condition. 
Groups Ph SS difference 
Deprived 3.1+3 1.30 2.15 
Non-deprived 2.87 3.02 • 0.15 
Difference 0.58 1.72 
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it is evedent from table 11(d) and figure 1.1 that difference between 
mean explicit memory scores of deprived subjects under phonemically 
similar condition and semantically similar condition is 2.15 v/hich is markedly 
higher than the difference between mean explicit memory scores of non-
deprived subjects under phonemic and semantic similarity of the task 
(i.e. 0.15). Similarly the difference between mean explicit memory scores 
obtained by two groups under phonemically similar condition (i.e. 0.58) 
is also not similar to the differnece (1.72) between mean explicit memory 
scores obtained by two groups of subjects under semantically similar 
condition. Since these differences are not same we may conclude that 
an interaction exists between task similarity and prolonged-deprivation 
on explicit memory. 
The present research, as mentioned in chapter 111, was also designed 
to determine the differential effect of each independent variable namely 
task similarity and prolonged-deprivation on implicit and explicit merrory. 
For this purpose 'F ' ratios were also calculated for the difference between 
implicit and explicit memory scores. 
To calculate the 'F ' ratios for the difference between implicit and 
explicit memory scores, a difference between implicit memory scores 
and explicit memory scores for each group under corresponding conditions 
was obtained. In order to eliminate minus, plus algebric signs, a constant 
'f was added to each difference. 
Tilt" dillert 'nco bt'lwc'CMi iini)li<;il. memory scores and explicil meinory 
scores and their mean scores are given in table UKa) and UKb) rerspectively. 
The summary of analysis of variance for the difference is reported in 
table 111(c). 
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Table 111(a) : Showing difference between implicit and explicit memory 
scores for each of the two groups under phonemic and seman-
tic similar condition: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
it. 
5. ' 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
]it. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
2^+. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
Phs 
-1 
-t^ 
1 
-1 
-3 
-2 
-3 
0 
-2 
-1 
1 
-3 
-2 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-3 
-2 
-1 
0 
2 
Deprived 
Phs+'f 
3 
0 
5 
3 
I 
2 
1 
^ 
2 
3 
5 
1 
2 
3 
't 
'f 
^ 
5 
5 
if 
if 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
if 
6 
Group 
55 
3 
1 
3 
«t 
1 
3 
2 
-1 
5 
H 
0 
2 
3 
1 
-1 
3 
0 
2 
«t 
1 
4 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
SS+'t 
7 
5 
7 
8 
5 
7 
6 
3 
9 
8 
it 
6 
7 
5 
3 
7 
4 
6 
8 
5 
8 
6 
7 
7 
6 
7 
6 
6 
5 
7 
Phs 
0 
I 
-1 
0 
0 
-1 
-3 
-1 
0 
-2 
1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-2 
-1 
1 
0 
-2 
0 
0 
-1 
I 
-1 
2 
1 
1 
-1 
1 
Non-depr 
Phs+i^ 
4 
5 
3 
£f 
4 
3 
1 
3 
£j 
2 
5 
3 
5 
5 
3 
2 
3 
5 
'f 
2 
't 
'^  
3 
5 
3 
6 
5 
5 
3 
5 
ived group 
55 
1 
-1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
2 
-1 
0 
-1 
1 
-2 
1 
-1 
1 
-2 
1 
3 
2 
0 
-1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
-'> 
-1 
-1 
SS+'f 
5 
3 
'f 
5 
5 
't 
6 
3 
£f 
3 
5 
2 
5 
3 
5 
2 
5 
7 
6 
4 
3 
5 
<• 
<+ 
<* 
5 
6 
0 
3 
3 
SH 
31. 
32. 
33. 
3 *^. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
W. . 
3 
-3 
-2 
-1 
-3 
-2 
0 
-2 
0 
-1 
7 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
if 
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k 
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3 
5 
1 
2 
0 
^ 
it 
0 
7 
6 
7 
9 
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6 
'f 
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8 
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0 
-3 
0 
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-3 
-tt 
2 
^ 
1 
it 
k 
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3 
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1 
0 
6 
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-1 
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1 
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1 
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-1 
-3 
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it 
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1 
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Table Ul(b) : Showing mean of the difference between implicit and explicit 
memory scores for each of the two groups of subjects under 
phonemic and semantic similar condition. 
Similarity 
of task 
Prolonged deprivation 
Deprived Non-deprived Mean 
Phonemic 
Similarity 
2.95 3.65 3.30 
Semantic 
Similarity 
6.22 3.97 5.09 
Mean f.58 3.81 
'30 
Table [11(c) : Showing ANOVA for difference between implicit and explicit 
memory scores: 
c Sum of .r Sources _ df Square 
Prolonged 
deprivation (P.D.) 
Task 
Simi lar i ty 
Interaction 
P.D. X Task 
Similar i ty 
Subject 
(Individual 
differences) 
Residual 
(Subject X 
treatment 
Interaction) 
21^.02 
129.60 
87.92 
216.60 
132.35 
mean sum 
of square 
2if.02 
129.60 
87.02 
F 
rat io 
21.26 
11 ^ .^69 
77.00 
P 
?l .01 
P/_ .01 
P/ .01 
39 5.55 4.91 
117 1.13 
A perusal of table lll(c) reveals that the 'F' ratio for the variation 
in prolonged-deprivation is 21.26 which is significant at .01 level. The 
result suggests Lhut prolonged-deprivation has differential effect on implicit 
and explicit memory.Disregarding task similarity variable, we find in table 
Ill(b) that the mean of the means for deprived subjects is ^^ .58 (i.e. 2.95 
+ 6.22/2) and the mean of the means for non-deprived subjects is 3.81 
(i.e. 3.65 + 3.97/2). Since the mean of means for deprived subjects is 
higher than the mean of Itlic means for non-deprived, it can safely be 
concluded that prolonged-deprivation have differential effect on implicit 
and explicit memory. It is important to note here that explicit memory 
scores were substracted from implicit memory scores for each group 
anci a constant oi t^  was adcSed in each diiierence. Thus minimum dif-
ference between explicit and implicit memory scores would be ^. A 
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larger difference would show facilitative effect on implicit memory and 
adverse effect on explicit memory. On the contrary, smaller difference 
v/ould reveal • detr imental effect on implicit memory but facilitative 
effect on explicit memory. Since mean of the means for deprived subjects 
is ^ .^58 and mean of the means of non-deprived subjects is 3.81, it can 
safely be concluded that deprivation has no effect on implicit memory 
v/hereas it impairs explicit memory. 
' 'F ' ratio for variation in task similarity, as shown in table lll-c, 
is 11^ .^69 which is also significant at .01 level. The result suggests that 
task similarity has differential effect on implicit and explicit memory. 
Ignoring deprivation variable, we find in table Ill-b that mean of the 
means of memory scores under phonemic similar condition is 3.30 (i.e. 
2.95 + 3.65/2) and the mean of the means of the rnctnory scores under 
semantically similar condition is 5.09 (i.e. 6.22 + 3.97/2). Since mean 
of means under phonemically similar condition (M = 3.30) is markedly 
lower than the mean of means under semantically similar condition. (M 
= 5.09), it can safely be concluded that phonemic similarity has adverse 
effect on implicit memory but have no effect on explicit memory. 
Semantic similarity, on the other hand, has adverse effect on explicit 
memory but has no effect on iii\plirit ruemory. 
The interactional effect of deprivation and task similarity is significant. 
'F ' ratio for interaction between deprivation and task similarity is 77.0 
v/hich is also significant at ,01 level of confidence. The result shows 
that an interactional effect bet\^ween deprivation and task similarity 
on the difference of implicit and explicit memory does exist which indicates 
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0 NO 
Deprlvai ion 
FIG.1.2- DIFFERENCE OF IMPLICIT AND EXPLICIT 
MEMORY (Deprivation X task similarity interaction) 
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dopondcncy o l the e l l e c t o l deprivation on task simi lar i ty and vice-
versa. The signif iant interact ion between deprivation and task simi lar i ty 
is also presented graphically in f igure 1.2. 
In f i g . 1.2 the two values of deprivation (i.e. deprived and non-
deprived) are shown on the horizontal axis and the mean memory scores 
are presented on the ver t ica l axis : Point No. I is the mean memory 
score for the deprived subjects under semantically similar condit ion; 
Point No. 2 is the mean memory score for deprived stibjecis under phone-
mically similar condit ion; Point 3 is the mean memory score of non-
deprived subjects under semantically similar condition and point 4 is 
the mean memory score for non-deprived subjects under phonemically 
similar condit ion. The line that connects point I and 3 represent^ tiie 
memory performance of the subjects under semantically similar condition 
hal l of them were deprived and remaining half v/ere non-deprived. The 
line through point 2 and li represents the memory performance of the 
subjects under phonemically similar condit ion, half of them were deprived 
and the remaining half v/ere non-deprived. 
The two lines drawn in f ig . 1.2 are not parallel rather they tend 
to cross each other suggesting the existance of interact ion between 
deprivation and task s imi lar i ty on the dif ference of impl ic i t and expl ic i t 
memory. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The main findings of the present research are as follows: 
(1) Prolonged-deprivation has no differential effect on implicit memory 
J . e . deprived and non-deprived subjects do not differ with respect 
to performance on implicit memory test . 
(2) Prolonged-deprivation has differential effect on explicit memory, 
i.e. deprived subjects show poorer cued-recall than non-deprived 
subjects. 
(3) Prolonged deprivation has differential effect on implicit and explicit 
memory i.e. deprivtion has no effect on implicit memory whereas 
it impairs explicit memory. 
ik) Task similarity has differential effect on implicit memory. More 
specifically phonemic similarity as compared to semantic similarity 
hns greater ck'trimontal rffoct on iinplicil tneiiiory. 
(5) Task similarity also has differential effect on explicit memory, 
i.e. semantic similarity as compared to phonemic similarity has 
greater de t r imen ta l effect on explicit memory. 
(6) Task similarity has differential effect on implicit and explicit memory. 
In other words, phonemic similarity has adverse effect on implicit 
memory but has no effect on explicit memory. Semantic similarity, 
on the other hand, has adverse effect on explicit memory but has 
no effect on implicit memory. 
(7) There is an interactiona] effect of prolonged-deprivation and task 
similarity on implicit memory. 
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(8) There is an interactional effect of prolonged-deprivation and task 
similarity on explicit memory. 
(9) There is an interactional effect of prolonged-deprivation and task 
similarity on the difference of implicit and explicit memory. 
The fiyi* finding of the present research i.e. deprived and non-deprived 
subjects do not differ with respect to performance on implicit memory 
test , is not only interesting and has theoretical importance but also requires 
careful analysis. It has been observed by several investigators that depri-
vation of various kinds such as sensory, muscular, social, parental, cultural 
and economic, e tc . results in deficient congnitive functioning (e.g. Dass, 
19 69; Panda, 1976; Millar, 1968; White, 1970; Tripathi and Misra, 1975; 
Saeeduzzafar and Alam, 1985). It has also been observed by numerous 
researchers that cognitive deficiency does not impair implicit memory. 
For instance, Warrington and Weiskrantz (1968, 1974); Cohen and Squire 
(1980); 3acoby and Weitherspoon (1982); Moscovitch (1982); Dimond and 
Rozen (198'f); Graf et al. (198^ )^; Cermac, Talbot, Chandler and Wolbarst 
(1985) and Schacter (1985) have observed that amnesic patients (amnesia 
results into cognitive deficiency) show normal or near normal performance 
on various tests of implicit memory. It is ,therefore, reasonable to assume 
that any condition that makes cognitive functioning deficient should not 
impair implicit memory. The first finding of the present research provide 
empirical evidence ;to this assumption and is -in total agreement with 
the findings obtained by numerous researchers cited above. 
The first finding of the present investigation also provides empirical 
support to activation theory of implicit memory that asserts that priming 
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ef fec t on impl ic i t mennory tests are atr ibutable to the temporary ac t i -
vat ion of pre-exist ing representations, knowledge structure, or logogens 
(Morton, 1975; Rozen, 1976; Mandler, 1980; Graf and Mandler, 198^*). 
Ac t iva t ion is assumed to occur automatical ly and requires no allocation 
of at tent ional processing. Thus deprived subjects whose cognit ive functioning 
is def ic ient may show as good impl ic i t memory as shown by non-deprived 
subjects through the automatic act ivat ion of pre-exist ing representations 
or knowledge structures that requires no al location of at tent ional processing 
In other words act ivat ion accounts are consistant wi th the f inding of 
our research. 
The second f inding of our research i.e. deprived subjects show poorer 
cued recal l ( i .e. expl ic i t memory) than non-deprived subjects, is in conso-
nance wi th the findings obtained by Saeeduzzafar and Alam (1985; 1986) 
and Alam (1986; 1988) who have also found that prolonged deprivation 
has adverse ef fect on retent ion as measured by t radi t ional tests such 
as free recal l , cued-recal l , and recognit ion. The f inding, hov/ever, may 
also be explained in the l ight of al location of at tent ional processing hypo-
thesis. As a matter of fact expl ic i t memory refers to conscious recol lect-
ion of recently presented informations; and this conscious recollection 
is impossible without the al location of at tent ional processing v/hich in 
turn depends on normal cognit ive funct ioning. It can be therefore, argued 
that if cognit ive functioning is ndvrrsply afft-c-lcd, i l w i l l certainly impair 
the al location of at tent ional processing, result ing into deficiency in expl ic i t 
memory. As mentioned earl ier deprivation causes severe deficiency in 
cognit ive funct ioning. This cognit ive deficiency may impairs allocation 
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of at tent ional processing which in turn may impair expl ic i t memory. 
The second f inding of our research is consistant w i th this line of thinking. 
The th i rd f inding of the present investigation i.e. Prolonged-deprivation 
has no e f fec t on impl ic i t memory but impairs expl ic i t memory, provides 
strength to the f i rs t two findings of our research. The f inding in discussion 
also provides at least indirect support to the findings obtained by numerous 
investigators on amnesic subjects - subjects who were cognit ively def ic ient. 
For instance, Schacter, Harbluk and McLachlan (198'f) demonstrated that 
amnesic subjects could learn some f ic t i t ious informat ion about people 
but could not remeber expl ic i t ly that they had just been told the information. 
More or less the same findings were obtained by Schacter and Tulving 
(1982), Shimamura and Squire (1987). Simi lar ly, Luria (1976) observed 
that amnesic subjects produced bits and pieces of recently presented 
stories, even though t h e y ' d i d not remember being to ld any stories. Glisky, 
Schacter, and Tulving (1986) found that a densely amnesic patient could 
learn to programme a micro-computer despite the patient 's persistent 
fai lure to remember expl ic i t ly that he had even worked on a micro-
computer. Johnson, Kim and Rissc (1985) found that amnesics acquired 
preferences for previously exposed melodies though could not remember 
that melodies were exposed to them. The findings of these researchers 
suggest that cognit ive deficiency caused by organic amnesia, brings about 
dissociations between impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory. More specif ical ly, 
cognit ive deficiency does not impair impl ic i t memory whereas it has 
deter iorat ive e f fec t on expl ic i t memory. In this frame work, i t is reasonable 
to argue t ha t cognit ive dcf i r ioncy caused by prolonged deprivation 
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should also impair expl ic i t memory and impl ic i t memory should remain 
unaffected. The th i rd f inding of our research provides empir ical evidence 
to this contention and demonstrates dissociation between impl ic i t and 
expl ic i t memory. 
The fourth and f i f t h findings of our research i.e. phonemic simi lar i ty 
as compared to semantic s imi lar i ty of the task has greater dctr i t t icnlal 
e f fec t on impl ic i t memory whereas semantic s imi lar i ty as compared to 
phonemic s imi lar i ty of the mater ia l has more pronounced adverse c l l c c t 
on expl ic i t memory, require careful analysis. These findings are not 
only in consonance w i th the findings obtained by Neisser, 1954; Murrel 
and Morton (197't); and Osgood and Hoosain (197'f) who demonstrated 
that pr iming of word ident i f icat ion performance does not occur for phono-
logically similar v/ords but occurs for morphologically similar words, 
but also provide indirect empir ical support to "Mul t ip le Memory System" 
theory of impl ic i t memory. According to mult ip le memory system, di f-
ferences between ir t ipl ic i t and expl ic i t memory are due to the di f ferent 
properties of hypothesized underlying systems. Moreover, the dist inct ion 
between episodic and semantic memory (Tulving, 1972; 1983) has also 
been envoked to account for dissociation on impl ic i t and expl ic i t test 
(Kinsborn and Wood, 1975; Parkin, 1982; Schacter and Tulving, 1982; Tulving, 
1983; and Cermnk c t . a l . , 1985). The episodic mernory system is vif;wcfl 
as the basis for expl ic i t remembering of recent events whereas semantic 
memory is seen as responsible for performance on task such as word comple-
t ion, lexical descision, and word ident i f icat ion, which require subjects 
to make use of pre-exist ing knowledge of words and concepts. According 
to this interpretat ion of mult ip le memory system, phonemically similar 
informat ion should not impair expl ic i t memory and semantically similar 
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information should not have adverse effect on implicit memory. The 
findings of our research provide empirical evidence to this assumption. 
Another possible explaination of ttic fourth and fifth findings of 
our investigation may be derived from the activation view of implicit 
memory. According to this viev/ the priming effect on implicit memory 
tests are attr ibutable to the temporary activation of pre-existing re-
presentations, knowledge structure or logogens (Rozen, 1976; Morton, 
1979; Mandler, 1980; Graf and Mandler, 198^). Since implicit memory 
depends on the activation of automatic process, phoncmically similar 
material may inhibit the activtion simply by creating confusion whereas 
semantic encoding require allocation of attentional processing, it is un-
likely to affect implicit memory. Explicit memory on the other hand, 
involve conscious recollection and attentional capacity, semantically similar 
material is likely to impair the attentional capacity of the subject whereas 
phonemic encoding require no allocation of attentional processing it is 
unlikely to affect explicit memory. 
The fourth and fifth findings of the present research reveals a trend 
suggesting similarity between implicit memory and short term memory 
and between explicit memory and long-term memory. Numerous investigators 
have demonstrated that phonemic similarily has adverse el feet on short-
term meory but has no effect on long-term memory whereas semantic 
similarity impairs long-term memory but has no effect on short-term 
memory (Kintch and Buchke, 1969; Philip, 1972; Saeeduzzafar, 1976). 
The same pattern of results have been found in case of -implicit and 
explicit memory. Further rcsearcfi is therefore, needed to ascertain 
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whether or not same processes are involved in impl ic i t nnd short-torrn 
memory and in expl ic i t and long-term memory. 
As mentioned earl ier, the present research was also designed to 
determine the d i f ferent ia l e f fect of each independent variable namely 
prolonged-deprivation and task s imi lar i ty on impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory. 
The sixth f inding of the present research reveals that task samilarity 
also have d i f ferent ia l e f fect on impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory. This finding 
not only provides further evidence in favour of dissociation between impl ic i t 
and expl ic i t memory but also is in line wi th the fourth and f i f t h finding 
of our research. In other words the sixth f inding of our research i.e. 
task s imi lar i ty has d i f ferent ia l e f fec t on impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory 
(i.e. Phonemic s imi lar i ty has adverse e f fec t on impl ic i t memory but has 
no ef fect on expl ic i t memory whereas semantic s imi lar i ty has adverse 
e f fec t on expl ic i t memory but has no e f fec t on impl ic i t memory) provides 
further strength to our fourth and f i f t h findings. 
The seventh f inding of our research i.e. there is an interactional 
e f fec t of prolonged-deprivation and task s imi lar i ty on impl ic i t memory, 
simply suggests that impl ic i t memory of deprived and non-deprived subjects 
is not independent of the s imi lar i ty of the task. In other words deprived 
subjects under semantically similar condit ion show markedly superior 
impl ic i t memory performance than deprived subjects under phonemically 
similar condit ion but non-doprivcd subjects under scmant i ral ly similar 
condit ion are not as much superior to non-deprived subjects under phonemi-
cally similar condit ion as arc their former counterparts i.c; the effect 
of being deprived depresses performance for phonemically similar condition 
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but facilitate performance for semantically similar condition. 
The 8 th finding of our investigation i.e. there is an interactional 
effect of prolonged-deprivation and task similarity on explicit memory, 
suggests that explicit memory of deprived and non-deprived subjects also 
is not independent of the similarity of the task. In other words, deprived 
subjects under semantically similar condition show poorer cued-recall 
than deprived subjects under phonemically similar condition but non-
deprived subjects under semantic condition show better cued-recall than 
non-deprived subjects under phonemically similar condition i.e. the effect 
of being phonemically similar facilitates performance for deprived subjects 
but depress»performance for non-deprived subjects. 
The last finding of the present research i.e. there is an ifitcractional 
effect of prolonged-deprivation and task similarity on the difference 
of implicit and explicit memory, reveals that the difference between 
implicit and explicit memory for deprived subjects under phonemically 
similar condition is lower than the difference between implicit and explicit 
memory for the deprived subjects under semantically similar condition. 
But the difference between implicit and explicit memory for non-deprived 
subjects under semantically similar condition tend to be lower than the 
difference between implicit and explicit memory for non-deprived subjects 
under phonemically similar condition. 
The over all findings of the present research resolved the existing 
controversy regarding the distinction between implicit and explicit memory. 
It may be recalled thil^there are conflicting results regarding the dissociation 
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between implicit and explicit memory. A number of investigators have 
demonstrated clear distinction between implicit and explicit memory 
(e.g. Murrel and Morton, 197't; Kunts, Wilson and Zonic, 1980; Jacoby 
and Dallas, 1981; Graf and Mandler, 198^*; Komatsu and Ohta, 198^ *; Eich, 
198'f; Graf, Shimamura and Squire, 1985; Graf and Schacter, 1987) whereas 
other investigators have revealed several similarities between implicit 
and explicit memory (Jacoby, 1983a; Mckoon and Ratcliff, 1979; 1986; 
Moscovitch 6t. al., 1986; Schacter and Graf, 1986(a); Graf and Schacter, 
1985; 1987; Schacter and McGlynn, 1987). The finding of the present 
research strengthen the dissociation view of implicit and explicit memory. 
Thus the findings of the present study not only demonstrate striking 
dissociation between implicit and explicit memory but also have raised 
fundamental questions concerning the nature and composition of memory 
and consequently have opened the fertile field for future research. Moreover 
our findings have important implications for the development of the theory 
of implicit memory. 
Summary 
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Over t h e . years, the study of implicit and explicit memory has 
achieved special prominance in experimental psychology. Psychological 
studies on human memory have traditionally been dependent on standard 
memory tests such as free recall, cued-recall, and recognition. These 
merriory tests have their own characteris t ics . They require subjects 
to recall earlier learned items in a conscious or deliberate manner. 
Hov/ever, memory can also be expressed by facilitated performance 
on tests that do not require conscious recollection of the informations 
encoded in a specific learning episode. Instead of being asked to try 
to remember recently presented informations, subjects simply require 
to perform a task such as Vv'ord fragment completion (e.g. Warrington 
& Wieskrantz, 197'f; Graf, Mandler, k Haden 1982), Word identification 
(e.g. 3acoby <5c Dallas, 1981, Feustel, Shiffrin <5c Salasoo, 1983; 3acoby 
1983), lexical decision (e.g. Mckoon ic Ratchiff, 1979; Scarborough, Gerared, 
& Cortese, 1979), free association (e.g. Shimamuna &: Squire, 198^ *; Schactcr, 
1985a), and reading of mirror inverted script (e.g. Kolars, 1975, 1976). 
The former type of memory is railed explicit memory while later typo 
of memory is called implicit memory. (Graf (k Schacter, 1985, 1987; 
Schacter & Graf, 1986a, 1986b). Thus explicit memory refers to conscious 
recollection of recently presented information, as expressed on traditional 
tests of free-recall, cucd-rccall, and recognition whereas implicit memory 
refers to expression of recently presented information without conscious 
or deliberate recollection on certain priming tes ts . 
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The dissociation between priming tests l ike word completion and 
standard memory tests such as recal l and recognit ion, is at t r ibuted to 
d i f ferent informat ional requirements (Graf, Mandler, <5c Haden, 1982). 
In a word complet ion test , for instance, subject receives f i rst three 
letters of a word studied in a Icnrninj', cpisodo and lie is r(v|ii irt 'd lo 
wr i te the f i rs t word that comes to mind which produces an acceptable 
complet ion. The part ia l presentation of the word activate^ schema component 
of a l l relevant words, this act ivat ion spreads more rapidly to the missing 
components of the targeT word. A standard memory test such as recall 
and recognit ion, on the other hand, requires retYfeval of the words that 
have recently been presented. Recall is determined by the success 
of the search process which depends on the available paths to the target 
words (Graf & Mandler, I92,k). Cued recal l is closely related to word 
completion test. Both tests present some cues to the subjects which 
fac i l i ta te their performance. However, these tests are sensitive to 
d i f ferent aspects of memorial representation. Word complet ion is concerned 
wi th integrat ive process that makes word more accessible, whereas cued 
recal l is sensitive to elaborative process that helps veTrievability (Graf 
& Mandler, [92,1*). In their study, Graf & Mandler {\3ii*) and Nelson 
et. al (1987) compared the performance in word completion Vs free 
recal l .word complet ion Vs recognit ion; and word complet ion Vs cued 
recal l , under semantic and non-semantic processing. They hypothesized 
that semantic processing of the task would help the recal l performance 
since subjects would be encouraged in their a t tempt of retr ieval in 
addition to sheer reproduction of highly accessible words, and on the 
other hand, non-semantic processing would have deter imental ef fect 
on recal l performance. Results of their study confirmed their hypothesis. 
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This pattern of findings elucidate that word complet ion (priming test), 
and recal l and recognit ion (standard memory test) are the measure of 
two d i f ferent kinds of memory. 
Recent experimental and neuropsychological researches have docu-
mented a variety of str ik ing dissociation between impl ic i t and expl ic i t 
memory which have demonstrated that under certain conditions, impl ic i t 
and expl ic i t memory can be ent irely independent of one another. It 
has" been observed by numerous investigators that impl ic i t and expl ic i t 
memory are af fected d i f ferent ia l ly by several experimental variables 
such as subliminal perception, amnesia, type of study processing, modal i ty-
change, duration of retent ion in terva l , ret roact ive and proact ive interference 
and age. 
However some researchers have advocated in favour of similar i t ies 
between impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory. For instance, Jacoby (1983a); 
Schacter &: Graf (1986a); and Sloman et . al (in press) have argued that 
under certain conditions manipulation of retent ion interval have parallel 
ef fects on impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory. Moreover, 3acoby (1983a) 
has shov/n that manipulating list context at the t ime of test has no 
d i f ferent ia l e f fec t on these two forms of memory. Further evidence 
in favour of s imi lar i t ies between impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory came 
from the studies of Graf & Schacter (1985, 1987); Schacter <k Graf (1986a, 
1986b); Mckoon 6c Ratc l i f f (1970, 1986); Moscovitch et . al (1986) , who 
have demonstrated that both impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory are influenced 
by newly acquired associations between unrelated word pairs. Graf 
& Schacter (1985) and Schacter &: McGlynn (1987) further pointed out 
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that implicit memory for new associations resembles explicit remembering 
of new associations in so far as it depends on some degree of elaborative 
processing at the time of study. Johnston, Dark ii. 3acoby (1985) demons-
trated that processes subserving implicit memory can also affect per-
formance on an explicit memory task. Most recently Rappold &: Hashtroudi 
(1991) observed a parallel effect of organisation of study material on 
implicit and explicit memory which suggests that performance in implicit 
and explicit memory measures is similarly affected by organizational 
processes. 
As mentioned earlier several studies have demonstrated that priming 
of word identification performance occurs for morphologically similar 
words (Murrel 6i Morton 197't) but not for the visually similar words 
(Osgood <5c Hoosain, 197'f) or phonologically similar words (Neisser, 195^^ ). 
Most recently in a pilot study, Khan (1990) reported that phonemic similarity 
of the task impairs implicit memory and explicit memory remains unaffected 
whereas semantic similarity has no effect on implicit memory but has 
deterimental effect on explicit inemory. \^oi>y€.^e-^ n rareful scrutiny 
of the data reveals that mean implicit and explicit memorry scores 
under phonemic similar condition are more or less equal whereas mean 
implicit and explicit memory scores under semantic condition are markedly 
different i.e. mean implicit memory score is much larger than mean 
explicit memory score. This observation suggests that phonemic similarity 
affects implicit and explicit memory in the same fashion whereas semantic 
similarity has more pronounced adverse effect on explicit memory than 
on implicit memory. This contradiction betide*" reported findings and 
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the observation based on mean scores under phonemic similar and semantic 
similar conditions is simply duo to the fart that Khan (1990) nnalit«.<< 
data with the help of analysis of variance, separrately for implicit and 
explicit memory scores. No a t tempt was made to see the statistical 
difference between implicit and explicit memory scores under phonemic 
and semantic similar conditions. In other words no a t tempt was made 
to see the differential effect of phonemic and semantic similarity on 
implicit and explicit memory. Consequently the findings reported by 
Khan (1990) have become dubious and ambigous. In order to over-
come this ambiguity and in order to get more clear-cut results the present 
study is undertaken. More specifically the present / i s designed to explore 
whether or not phonemic and semantic semilarity has differential effect 
on implicit and explicit memory. 
Another consideration that influenced the thinking of present 
investigator is the substential body of evidence to suggest that organic 
amnesia has differential effects on implicit and explicit forms of memory. 
Rozen (1976); Moscovitch, (1982); Schactcr (5c Tulving, (1982); Squire, 
(1982); found that amnesic patients are severly impaired on standard 
tests of explicit memory such as recall and recognition. However, 
these patients showed normal or near normal performance on various 
tests of implicit memory (e.g. Vferrington &: Wieskrantz, 1968; 197^ *; 
Cohen (k Squire, 1980; 3acoby & Witherspoon, 1982; Moseovitch, 1982; 
Diomond &: Rozen, 198^ ;^ Graf et . al., 198^*; Cermac, Talboot, Chandicri 
& Wolbarst, 1985; Schacter, 1985a). Since organic amnesia is a physical 
disease in which cogn i t ive fund ion ing of the palifMil become dol ic icn l 
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it is therefore, expected that any condition that make? cognitive functioning 
deficient should also have differential effect on implicit and explicit 
forms of memory. It has been observed by several investigators that 
deprivation of various kinds such as sensory, muscularr, social, parental 
cultural and economic e tc . results in deficient cognitive functioning 
(e.g. Dass, 1959; Panda, 1966; Miller, 1968; White, 1970; Tripathi dc Misra, 
1975). Recently Saeeduzzafarr and Alam (1985, 1986); Alam (1986, 1988) 
found that prolonged-deprivation has adverse effect on retention, indicating 
that prolonged deprivation has deterimental effect on cognitive functioning. 
Deprivation refers to the loss of privilages, opportunities, material 
goods, resulting lack or insufficiency of the basic necessities for healthy 
living. However, the concept of deprivation was re-defined by Misra 
and Tripathi (1977) in relation to experiences derived from the environment. 
Misra and Tripathi (1977), thus, proposed the concept of prolonged 
deprivation that include most of the significant aspects of human life 
in which deprivation has been recognised as a phenomenon and can be 
measured. 
Thus the concept of prolonged deprivation was initially used by 
Tripathi and Misra (1977). According to them, prolonged deprivation 
is a multi-dimensional psycho-social construct embracing a wide range 
of environmental and organisrnic variables and refer to dispossession 
or loss of privileges, opportunities, material goods and the like relatively 
for a long period. Langmeier et al. (1968) and Nurcombe (1970) defined 
prolonged deprivation as a lack of fulfilment of desires or insufficient 
satisfaction of the basic necessities for a prolonged period. While developing 
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a standardized scale to measure the prolonged deprivation, Misra and 
Tripathi (1977) have identified 15 components or areas of prolonged depri-
vation namely (1) Housing condition (2) Home environment (3) Economic 
sufliciency Cf) food (5) clolliing (6) Forinal educational experiences 
(7) childhood experiences (8) Rearing experiences (a) parental character-
istics (10) Interaction with parents (11) Motivational experiences (12) 
Emotional experiences (13) Religious experiences (I't) Travelling 
and recreation and (13) Miscellaneous socio-cultural experiences. 
Several a t tempts have been made to study the relationship bctv/ccm 
Vtirious types of deprivation and personality trai ts . Mohanti (1967), 
for example, examined the relationship between socio-economic Status 
and anxiety and hostility. He found that socio-economically deprived 
subjects were more anxious and hostile than their non-deprived counterparts. 
Tripathi and Misra (1976) examined the effect of prolonged deprivation 
on some cognitive processes. They observed that deprivation experienced 
by the individual in various spheres of life restr icts the growth of cognitive 
skill. In view of these observations and also in view of pervasive findings 
that deficient cognitive functionings have the detrimental effect on 
retention perrformance (e.g. Jensen, 1968; Cosden, Ellis, &: Feency, 1979; 
Hasher & Zacks, 1979; Tyler, et al., 1979; Light & Ellis, 1981; Sharma, 
1981; Ellis & Franklin, 1983; Misra. 1983), Saeeduzzafar & Alam (1985); 
Alam (1986); Saeeduzzafar 6c Alam (1986) examined the effect of prolonged 
deprivation on retention performance. Results of their studies clearly 
revealed that prolonged deprivation has detrimental effect on recall 
performance. These studies, however, were confined to the domain 
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of expl ic i t memory and no at tempt has been made so far to examine 
the e f fec t of prolonged deprivation on impl ic i t memory. 
However a sizeable number of researches have demonstrated that 
deficiency in cognit ive funct ioning has signif icant adverse ef fect on 
expl ic i t memory but has l i t t l e or no e f fec t on impl ic i t memory (e.g. 
Warrington & Wieskrantz, 1968, 197't| Cohen «5c Squire, 1980; Graf <5c Schacter, 
1985; Khan & A lam, 1989; Khan, 1990, Khan & Saeeduzzafar, in press) 
Sinc^ prolonged deprivation is closely associated wi th deficiency in cognit ive 
functioning (e.g. Tr ipathi & Misra, 1976; Misra & Tr ipath i , 1980), it is 
reasonable to assume that prolonged deprivat ion should have adverse 
ef fect on expl ic i t memory whereas impl ic i t memory should remain un-
af fected. The present study is also designed to test t l i is assumption. 
The findings of the study would not only be helpful in resolving the 
issue whether same or d i f fe r rent processes operate in impl ic i t and expl ic i t 
memory but would also contr ibute in the development of theoret ical 
accounts of impl ic i t memory. 
Design: 
A 2 X 2 factor ia l design, in which one personality variable (i.e. 
prolonged deprivation) and one task variable (i.e. s imi lar i ty) each varying 
in two ways, was used in the present experiment. Prolonged-deprivation 
variable was varied by selecting (a) deprived and (b) non-deprived subjects. 
The two values of task variable were: (a) phonemic s imi lar i ty and 
(b) semantic s imi lar i ty . Thus each of the two group of subjects namely 
deprived and non-deprived was presented a list of paired associates, 
half of which consisted of phonemically similar stimulus members and 
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other half consisted of semantically similar stimulus members paired 
with unrelated meaningful common words. The types of items being 
counter balanced. Thus, it yielded four observations on two groups 
of subjects for each of the two measures of the dependent variable. 
In other words, the retention scores obtained for phonemically similar 
items and those for semantically similar items though correlated obser-
vations, were t reated as separate observation of the two sets of items 
presented in the mixed list of each of the two groups of subjects. 
The two measures of the dependent variable (i.e. retention) employed 
in the present experiment were implicit and explicit memory. 
In all 80 male subjects participated in the experiment out of 
them ^0 subjects were deprived subjects and remaining ^0 were non-
deprived. The deprived and non-deprived subjects were selected from 
a large sample of 300 graduate and post graduate students of Aligarh 
Muslim University, On the basis of their scores on Misra & Tripathi's 
(1977) prolonged deprivation scale, subjects whose scores on PDS fell 
on or below 1st quartile were considered as non-deprived subjects and 
the subjects whose score fell on or above 3rd quartile were considered 
as the deprived subjects. The age range of these subjects was 19 to 
2^ years. Thus there were two groups of subjects vi/,. deprived and 
non-deprived. These two groups had a mean of 16.8 years of schooling. 
All the 80 subjects were tested individually and both the groups 
i.e. deprived and non-deprived, were run simultaneously i.e. first subject 
was tested from the deprived group, second subject was tested from 
the non-deprived group, and the third subject was tested from the deprived 
group and so on. 
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The main findings of the present research are as follows: 
(1) Prolonged-deprivation has no differential effect on implicit memory 
i.e. deprived and non-deprived subjects do not differ with respect 
to performance on implicit memory test . 
(2) Prolonged-deprivation has differential effect on explicit memory, 
i.e. deprived subjects show poorer cued-recall than non-deprived 
subjects. 
(3) Prolonged deprivation has differential effect on implicit and explicit 
memory i.e. deprivation has no effect on implicit memory whereas 
it impairs explicit memory. 
Ct) Task similarity has differential effect on implicit memory. More 
specifically phonemic similarity as compared to semantic similarity 
has greater detrimental effect on implicit memory. 
(5) Task similarity also has differential effect on explicit memory, 
i.e. semantic similarity as compared to phonemic similarity has 
greater detrimental effect on explicit memory. 
(6) Tasi< similarity iins differential effect on implicit and cxi^licil 
memory. In other vv'ords, phonemic similarity has adverse effect 
on implicit memory but has no effect on explicit memory. Semantic 
similarity, on the other hand, has adverse effect on explicit memory 
but has no effect on implicit memory. 
(7) There is an interactional effect of prolonged deprivation and task 
similarity on implicit rnctiiory. 
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(8) There is an interactional effect of prolonged-deprivation and task 
similarity on explicit memory. 
(9) There is an interactional effect of prolonged-deprivation and task 
similarity on the difference of implicit and explicit memory. 
The first finding of the present research i.e. deprived and non-
deprived subjects do not differ with respect to performance on implicit 
memory test , is not only interesting and has theoretical importance 
but also requires careful analysis. It hns hrvn obsrrvpfl by srvrral 
investigators that deprivation of various kinds such as sensory, muscular, 
social, parental, cultural and economic, e tc . results in deficient cognitive 
functioning (e.g. Dass, 1969; Tripathi and Misra, 1975; Saeeduzzafar and 
Alam, 1985). It has also been observed by numerous researchers that 
cognitive deficiency does not impair' implicit memory. For instance, 
Warrington and Weistrantz (1968, 197't); Moscovitch (1982); Dimond and 
Rozen (198^ )^; Graf et . al., (198^*); and Schacter, (1985) have observed 
that amnesic patients (amnesia results into cognitive deficiency) show 
normal or near normal performance on various tests of implicit memory. 
It is therfore, resonable to assume that any condition that makes cognitive 
functioning deficient should not impair implicit memory. The first finding 
of the present research provide emperical evidence to this assumption. 
The first finding of the present investigation also provides emperical 
support to activation theory of implicit memory. Activation is assumed 
to occur automatically and requires no allocation of attentional processing. 
Thus deprived subjects whose cognitive functioning is deficient may 
show as good implicit memory as shown by non-deprived subjects through 
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the automatic activation of pre-existing representations or knowledge 
structures that requires no Allocation of attentional processing. 
The second finding of our research i.e. deprived subjects show 
poorer cued recall (i.e. explicit nnemory) than non-deprived subjects, 
is in consonance with the findings obtained by Saeeduzzafar and Alam 
(1985; 1986) and Alam (1986; 1988) who have also found Ihal prolonged 
deprivation has adverse effect on retention as measured by traditional 
tests such as free recall, cued-recall, and recognition. The finding, 
however , may also be explained in the light of allocation of attention 
nal processing hypothesis. 
The third finding of the present investigation i.e. prolonged-diepri-
vation has no effect on implicit memory but imapirs explicit memory, 
provides strength to the first two findings of our research. The finding 
in discussion also provides at least indirect support to the findings obtained 
by numerous investigators on amnesic subjects — subjects who were 
cognitively deficient. . For instance, Schacter, Harbluk and McLachlan 
(198^ )^ demonstrated that amnesic subjects could learn some fictitious 
information about people but could not remember explicitly that they 
had just been told the information. More or less the same findings 
were obtained by Schacter and Tulving (1982), Shimamura and Squire 
(1987). Similarly, Luria (1976) observed that amnesic subjects produced 
bits and pieces of recently presented stories, even though they did not 
remember being told any s tory Glisky, Srhartor , and Tulving (1986) 
found that a densely amnesic patient could learn to programme a micro-
computer despite the patient 's persistent failure to remember explicitly 
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that he had even worked on a micro-computer. Johnson, Kim and Risse 
(1985) found that amnesics acquired preferences for previously exposed 
melodies though could not remember that melodies were exposed to 
them. The findings of these researchers suggest that cognitive deficiency 
caused by organic amnesia, brings about dissociations between implicit 
and explicit memory. More specifically, fognitivo defiricnry dof-s not 
impair implicit memory whereas it has deteriorative effect on explicit 
memory. In this frame work, it is reasonable to argue that cognitive 
deficiency caused by prolonged deprivation should also impair explicit 
memory and implicit memory should remain unaffected. 
The fourth and fifth findings are not only in consonance with 
the findings obtained by Neisser, 1954; Murrel and Morton (197'f); and 
Osgood and Huissain (197'+) who demonstrated that priming of word identifi-
cation performance does not occur for phonologically similar words but 
occurs for morphologically similar words, but also provide indirect empirical 
support to "Multiple Memory System" theory of implicit memory. 
Another possible expla nation of the fourth and fifth findings 
of our investigation may be derived from the activation view of implicit 
memory. According to this view the priming effect on iinplicit memory 
tests are attr ibutable to the temporary activation of pre-existing repre-
sentations, knowledge structure or logogens (Rozen, 1976; Morton, 1979; 
Mandler, 1980; Graf and Mandlcr, 198'f). Since implicit memory depends 
on the activation of automatic process, phonemically similar material 
may inhibit the activation simply by creating confusions whereas seman-
tic encoding requires allocation of attentional processing, it is unlikely 
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to dffect implicit memory. Explicit memory on the other hand, involve 
conscious recollection and attentional capacity, ; semantically similar 
material is likely to impair the attentional capacity of the subject whereas 
phonemic encoding requires no allocation of attentional processing it 
is unlikely to affect explicit memory. 
The fourth and fifth findings of the present research reveals 
a trend suggesting similarity between implicit memory and short term 
memory and between explicit memory and long-term memory. 
The sixth finding of the present research not only provides further 
evidence in favour of dissociation between implicit and explicit memory 
but also is in line with the fourth and fifth finding of our research. 
The seventh finding of our research i.e. there is an interactional 
effect of prolonged deprivation and task similarity on implicit memory, 
simply suggests that implicit memory of deprived and non-deprived subjects 
is not independent of the similarity of the task. 
The 8 th finding of our investigation i.e. there is an interactional 
effect of prolonged deprivation and task similarity on explicit memory, 
suggests that explicit memory of deprived and non-deprived subjects 
also is not independent of the similarity of the task. 
The last finding of the present research i.e. there is an interactional 
effect of prolonged deprivation and task similarity on the difference 
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of impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory, reveals that the dif ference between 
impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory for deprived subjects under phonemically 
similar condit ion is lower than the dif ference between impl ic i t and expl ici t 
memory for the deprived subjects under seiriantically sifii i lar condition. 
But the di f ference between impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory for non-depriveed 
subjects under semantically similar condit ion tend to be lower than 
the di f ference between impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory for non-deprived 
subjects under the phonemically similar condit ion. 
The over a l l findings of the present research resolved the existing 
controversy regarding the dist inct ion between impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory. 
It may be recalled that there are conf l ic t ing results regarding the disso-
ciat ion between impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory. A number of investigators 
have demonstrated clear dist inct ion between impl ic i t and expl ic i t tnernory 
(e.g. Murrel and Morton, [37^; Kunts, Wilson and Zonic, 1980; 3acoby 
and Dallas, 1981; Graf and Mandler, 198^*; Komatsu and Ohta, 198't; Eich, 
198^ ;^ Graf, Shimamura and Squire, 1985; Graf and Schacteer, 1987) whereas 
other investigators have revealed several s imi lar i t ies between impl ic i t 
and expl ic i t memory (Jacoby, 1983a; Mckoon and Ratc l i f f , 1979; 1986; 
Moscovitch et . a l . , 1986; Schacter and Graf, 1986a; Graf and Schacterr 
1985; 1987; Schacter and McGlynn, 1987). The findings of the present 
research strengthen the dissociation view of impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory. 
Thus the findings of the present study not only demonstrate str iking 
dissociation between impl ic i t and expl ic i t memory but also have raised 
fundamental questions concerning the nature and composition of memory 
and consequently have opened the fer t i le f ield for future research. Moreover 
our findings have important implications for the development of the 
theory of impl ic i t memory. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR RESEARCHERS 
Present scale has been developed to provide quantitative measure of the 
global experientialinput of an individual. It attempts at measuring experiences 
derived from environment with respect to diflerent aspects of life. In order to 
administer this scale successfully and efTicienlly researchers have to obtain infor-
mation pertaining to each item of the scale through interview and observation. 
In the format, of the scale for each item one question is given. Other questions 
may and should be asked, if necessary, in order lo elicit reliable and valid infor-
malion. On the basis of inforination, thus obtained, the same has to be rated on 
live-point .scales. The live points of the rating scale cover values from very low 
degree of deprivation ' I ' to very iiigh degree of deprivation '5', In order to 
determine the position of a subject on each scale-item five ordinal categories, /. c, 
(a), (b), (g), (d), and (c) arc given with descriptions. They are cues and correspond 
to the live dcpriviilion calcporics supposedly equidistant from one to the other. 
After determining the position of the subject a researcher has to put a check 
mark (\ ') in the given space. The significant informations obtained from sub-
jects have to be noted in space given lo the right side of the item. This lielps in 
dclcrminiUion of calegory. A thorough checking of all the items is necessary 
after obtaining relevant information and determination of categories on all the 
items. Then numerical scores arc assigned to ratings made on all the items of 
i'DS. They are to be recorded in the summary chart given at the end of scale 
form. There is no lime-limit for administration of the scale. 
It is needless to point out that determination of experiential content is a 
complex task. Particularly it is most difjlcult to obtain accurate informalion, 
rci'Mrdin;! nu>(ivation.'il, cmotioniil and oilier simj|;ir personal experiences. With-
out cslalilisliing ailcciualc rapport with the subject it is impossible lo do so. 
Therefore, it is desirable lo start witli a warm and friendly relationship between 
the researcher and the subject. 
I'rior to (he adininislralion til' scale the subject will have to be informetl 
that secrecy of the responses given by him will be niaintaincti. The researchers 
arc advised lo valiiliile the iiil'ormalions received from subject through other 
sources, i.e., friends and parents of the subject. The physical environment and 
other related informations may be obtained through observation. In fact, 
successful u.se of the present scale depends upon combined skill of interview, 
rating and'observation. With regards to vocabulary used in the scale format the 
following points should be kept in mind. 
(1) In many items a category named 'average' is given but ii cannot 
be cqu.ued wiiii 'normal' or 'adequate'. It represents the middle position with 
respect to the five levels of deprivation. While tictcrinining the category this 
fact must be gi\cn iliie consideration. 
(2) The questions in the scale should not be viewed in the context of 1 3 3 
'immediate present'. Category determination should be strictly done on the 
basis of total experiential content of the individual derived up to the time of 
the administration of PDS. Particularly special attention is required Tor 62nd 
item onwards. With regard to these items information has to be obtuiucd 
concerning gcncnd life experiences and not to the imincditUc experiences. 
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5'. No. Items Notes 
1. Jn whicli type of house have you been living till now ? 
(a) Piicca cemented liouse [ | 
(b) Partly cemented, partly katcha [ | 
(c) Katcha house made with fire-bricks [ | 
(d) Partly katcha house and partly hut or thatched-roof | | 
(c) Ilul. [ I 
2. Is the house spacious enough for the number of persons living 
in it ? 
(a) More than sulVicicnl [ | 
(b) SnlVicienl ( | 
(c) Tolcrnble [ ) 
(d) Insudicicnt I | 
(c) Hxtrcmcly insufTicicnt. [ ] 
3. In what condition is your house? (Whether dilapidated, or 
strong-looking, in what physical condition is it ?) 
(al Very strong [ ] 
(b) Strong ( ] 
(c) Average [ | 
((I) Weak and broken [ | 
(e) Very dilapidated. [ ] 
4. What facilities (c. g., Courtyard, Varandah, Drawing-room with 
Windows, Lawn, Foreground, Latrine etc.) are available in the 
house 7 
(:\) All facilities | | 
(h) Most of the facilities | 1 
(c^  Average [ \ 
(t!) A few facililics only ( | 
(c) Very few facilities. { | 
5. What is the spatial location of (he residence in the village/ 
township 7 
(a) In the centre [ ] 
(b) Near the central position [ j 
(c) Away from central position [ ] 
fd) Tar away from central position [ ) 
(c) On the periphery. [ | 
6. or what castes/socio-economic status (SES) are the residents 
of your neighbourhood 7 
(a) People of all castes/SES [ ! 
(b) Of many castes/SES [ ) 
(c) Of the same castcs/SCS ( | 
(tl) Of all casls/SES ( | 
(c> Of very low castes/SES. ( j 
(Note : Low is relative to the c;istc/SUS of the subject.) 
7. What kinds of utensils arc available in your house ? 
1 (a) Stainless steel, white-metal, china-pots and cups 
(b) Some pots of stainless steel, white metal 
(c) While metal and aluminium 
(d) Hrass and aluminium 
(c) Mostly aluminium and carlhen-pois. 
S. What kinds of fmnitnrc lire used in your house 7 
(a) Sofa, Chair, Table, Wall-shelf, Bedstead etc. 
(b) Some Chairs, Table, Charpoy 
(c) Few Chairs, Table, Charpoy 
(d) Charpoy only 
(e) Insufficient charpoys and straw mats. 
9. What facilities are available for drinking-water in your house ? 
(a) Tube-well, Water-supply 
(b) Hand-pump at u small distance 
(c) Hand-pump at a long distance 
(d) Well i\{ sonic distance 
(c) Well al a long distance. 
10. What is the lighting arrangement in your house'.' 
(a) F.lcclricily 
(b) Partly electricity and partly kcrosin lamps 
(c) l an te rns 
((.1) Indijicnous carthcn-lainps 
(c) Controlled/occasional use of indigenous earthen-lamps. 
11. What type of agricuiliiral implements are available ? 
(a) Tractor , Tiibc-wcll nnd other implcincnls 
(b) Tnbc-well/IMougli, fodder machine 
(c) Plough, Fodder machine 
(d) Only plough 
(e) Nothing. 
12. What means of (ransporlalion arc available 7 
(a) Car, Motor I 
(b) Motorcycle, Scooter I 
(c) Bicycle I 
(d) Occasional bicycle [ 
(c) Dependence on fool. I 
\}. Mow nuich printed literal uro (c.j,'.. Books, Newspapers, Maga7incs 
etc.) is available in the liouse 7) 
(a) Considerable number of Iwoks luul daily supply of ncws-
jiapcrs. and maga/incs I 
(b) Few books, occasional use of magazines and newspapers ( 
(c) Newspapers, regular use of books I 
(d) i'"cw books or occasional use of newspapers [ 
(e) Nothing. I 
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14. What arc the mechanical gadgets available in the house ? 
(a) Radio, Clock, Refrigerater, Telephone etc. 
(b) Radio, Clock, Gun etc. 
(c) Radio, Clock, Torch etc. 
(d) Torch and few photographs 
(e) Few photographs only or nothing. 
15. What are the sources of family income? 
(a) Professional service, good agriculture/lucrative business 
(b) Professional service only/good agriculture 
(c) Average service (middle-class)/small agricultural holding 
(d) Menial service/small laudholding 
(c) Daily wages. 
16. Is the income of family sufficient to cover all expenditures V 
(a) More than sufllcienl 
(b) Sulficicnl 
(c) Average 
(d) Insuflicicnl 
(c) Very iiisulVicicnt. 
17. How nuicli cultivated land have you in your family ? 
(a) More than suflkicnt (20 Highas or more) 
(b) Sullicicnl (10 lo 20 Uigliiis) 
(c) Average (5 lo 10 Uighas) 
(d) Insulficicnt (1 lo 5 Bighas) 
(e) Very insulTicient (up lo only 1 Bigha). 
18. What is the cattle properly ? 
(a) Ox. cow. bufallow, she-goat, hen 
(b) Cow, one pair of ox 
(c) One pair of ox. or I ox and one bufallow 
(d) One ox/or cow 
(c) Nothinu. 
19. Wlial is Ihc area of orcluiril in proicssion ? 
(a) Very big (several bighas) 
(b) Enough (2-3 Bighas) 
(c) Average (20-25 Irccs) 
(d) Less ihan average (5 to 10 irccs) 
(c) IMolhing. 
20. What is the debt-position of your family ? 
(a) No debt 
(b) Small amount 
(c) Moderate amount 
(d) Large amount 
(e) Huge amount. 
21. VVhal is the general quantum of economic diHitullics of your 
family 7 
(a) Very Mule 
{b) Uulc 
(c) Average 
(d) r-'airly Lirgc 
(c) CxUcnicly large. 
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22. What is the daily meal programme in your family ? 
(a) Two daily meals with morning breakfast and evening snacks 
(b) Two daily meals with morning breakfast 
(c) Only twamcals 
(d) One incai' in 24 hours with certainly 
(c) Uncertainty concerning daily meals. 
23. What arc the items commonly included in food items 7 
(a) Rice, bread, dal, ghee, vegetables, meat, curd, sweets, etc. 
(b) Everything but occasional use of meat, curd, etc. 
(c) Rice and bread only 
(d) Only rice or bread and coarse grains 
(e) Coarse grains with uncertainty about quality and quantity. 
24. To which extent nutritive material (e.g., milk, curd, fruits, meat, 
etc.) arc used 7 
(a) Nearly regularly 
(b) With sufficient frequency 
(c) With average frequency 
(d) Less than average frequency 
(e) Occasionally. 
25. What is the (iiianlum of use of sugar and tea in your family 7 
(a) Nearly regularly 
(h) With suflicicnt frequency 
(c) With average frequency 
(d) L,ess than average frequency 
(c) Occasionally. 
26. In general, what kinds of clothes are used in your family ? 
(a) All types of clothes, i.e., cotton, woollen, silk, synthetic (ibr 
clothes 
(b) Cotton, woollen, some synthetic fibre clothes 
(c) Cotton, some woollen 
(d) Mostly cotton, some synthetic 
(e) Cotton only 
27. Do you have sufikient clothes 7 
(n) More (ban sullicicnt 
(b) Sullicicnt 
(c) Average ' 
(il) InsulTicicnl 
(c) Very iiisufllcient. 
28. Since what age have you been using footwear 7 
(a) Use of footwear from early childhood 
(d) From late childhood 
(c) From adolescence 
(d) Only after adolescence 
(c) Only occasionally. 
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29. What kind of bed do you use ? 
(a) Bedstead, cushion, pillow, quilt, mosquito-net 
(b) Mattress with cotton padding, cUaddar, quill, charpoy 
(c) Mattress with cotton padding and quilt 
(d) Uouph mattress with cotton padding and ciliicr blanket or 
chndcler 
(c) Eitlier quill or blanket or chaddar. 
30. At what age did you begin study in school V 
(a) Fiarly childhood 
(b) l.iilc cliildliood 
(c) Adolescence 
(d) Adulthood 
(c) Never. 
31. Wlial arc your educational atlainnienls ? 
(a) Graduate or more 
(b) Secondary 
(c) Middle high school. 
((I) Up to primary , 
(e) lllilrale. 
32. How many years have you spent in educational instilulion ? 
(a) 13 years and above 
(b) 10 to 12 years 
(c) 6 to 9 years 
(d) Up to 5 years 
(c) l^ css liv.in one year. 
33. How icfUilar were you ill your school V 
(;i) Very rc|',iiliir 
(b) Regular 
(c) Avcrapc 
(d) 1 CSS ihan average 
(c) Very irregular. 
34. How frequent was your interaction with teachers ? 
(a) Very frequent 
(b) Frequent 
(c) Average 
(d) Infrequent 
(e) Occasional. 
35. How much interest did yovi take in extra-curricular activities ? 
(a) Extraordinary 
(b) Siiiricienl 
(r) NiuiiKil 
(d) Insullicicnt 
(c) No interest. 
13S 
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36. What castes of classmates were there in your school-days ? 
(a) Of all castes [ ] 
(b) Of many castes [ ] 
(c) Of your own caste ( ] 
(d) Of lower castes [ ] 
(e> Of lowest castes. [ ] 
37. By whom you were brought up during childhood ? 
(a) By your own parents ( ] 
(b) liy your mother or your father ( J 
(c) By your own relation [ ] 
(d) By your distant relation [ ] 
(e) By person having very distant relation or uncertain. [ ] 
.18. In whose company did you spent most of your time during 
childhood 7 
(a) Father and mother ! 1 
(b) Only mother or father ( J 
(c) Some close relation ( ) 
(d) Some distant relation ( ] 
(e) Uiiccrlain. [ ] 
39. How much attention did your parents/guardians paid to you 
during your childhood ? 
(a) More than suflicient ( ] 
(b) Sullicicnt ( ] 
(c) Average [ 1 
(,d) Insudicicnt [ ] 
(c) Extremely insufficient, ( ] 
AO. I low much aiVcclion did your parents cxlciU to you during child-
hood 7 
(a) Sullicicntly aU'eclionate I I 
(b) Very alVectionatc [ ] 
(c) Modoralely alVectionatc I I 
(d) Insullicient [ 1 
(e) No adcction. ( ] 
41. Under what type of discipline did your parents brought you up 
during your childhood 7 
(a) Highly disciplined (liberal) [ 1 
(b) Fairly high ( ] 
(c) Moderate ( ] 
(d) Insunicient [ ) 
(Q) lixtrcmcly insullicient (less discipline), I ] 
42. I low much time did you spend with chiklroii of your age group 7 
(a) Most frequently ' I 1 
(b) Frcciucnlly I J 
(c) Moderately ( ) 
(d) InsulVicicntly I ) 
(e) Rarely. I I 
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43. 
44. 
4.5. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
Whal kind of friends did you have during your childhood 7 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(c) 
How 
Of all castes 
Of many castes 
Of the same caste 
Of lower castes 
Of extremely lower castes. 
much opportunity did you have for 
during childhood ? 
(:0 
U» 
(c) 
(d) 
(c) 
How 
youi 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(c) 
Very ficqiicntly 
I'icquciUly 
Occasionally 
infrequently 
Uarcly. 
frequently iliti you jro to markct-pl; 
childhood 7 
Most frequently 
Frequently 
Occasionally 
infrequently 
Rarely. 
With what frequency did you get 
from your ciders during childhood ? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(c) 
Most frequently 
Frequently 
Occasionally 
Infrequently 
Rarely. 
How nuich opportunity iliil y(>u 
ollu 
CI) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(c) 
How 
you 
(a) 
(b) 
(0 
(d) 
(e) 
M- places durini', childhood 7 
Most liciiucntly 
Frequently 
Occasionally 
Inficqiienlly 
Rarely. 
frequently did you participate in 
r childhood 7 
Most frequently 
Frequently 
Occasionally 
liifrequenlly 
Rarely. 
opporlu 
lave to 
ploy and rccrc.iiioii 
ices 
nity 
fO 
household 
How much educated are your parents/guard 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(0 
Adequately educated 
Father adequately educated 
Father moderately educated 
Feather literate 
Father uneducated. 
ans 
(il.ijaar) tluiing 
lo hear folklore 
to religious .iiid 
activities during 
, 
7 
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50. How sulVicicnl is ihc income of your parents/guardians ? 
(a) Mote llian sullicienl | 
(b) Sullicienl I 
(c) Avcriipo ( 
(il) InsulVicicnl [ 
(c) Very insuHlcient. [ 
51. What is the political status of your parents ? 
(a) Very hiph I 
(h) High I 
(c) Average [ 
(d) Low [ 
(e) Very low. [ 
52. In general, what kind of reputation do your parents have in the 
community ? 
(a) Very Jjigjj ( 
(b) High . ( 
(c) Average [ 
(d) Low [ 
. (c) Very low. [ 
53. Ill general, what type of relation do your parents/guardians have 
wiih cacli other 7 
(a) Very good ( 
(b) Good 1 
(c) Average [ 
(d) I^ ad I 
(c) Very bad. [ 
54. In general, how much worry and anxiety do your parents/ 
guardians exhibit ? 
(a) Least anxious [ 
(b) Anxious I 
(c) Moderately anxious [ 
(d) Very anxious [ 
(c) Extremely anxious. * I 
55. Mow licaldiy arc your parciUii/guardians ? 
(a) Very healthy I 
(b) llciillhy [ 
(c) Moderately healthy 
(d) Poor health 
(c) Very poor health. 
56. How easily do you express your opinions before your elders in the 
family or outside ? 
(a) Fully expressed 
{Vi) PavU^ Wy expressed 
(c) Moderately expressed 
(d) Occasionally expressed 
(c) Rarely expressed. 
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[ 
I 
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I 
1 
1 
1 
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1 
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57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
62. 
63. 
To what extent, in general, 
of your parents/guardians 7 
(a) Always 
(b) Usually 
(c) Moderately 
(d) Occasionally 
(c) Rarely. 
What kind of expectations 
(a) I'xlicinely ambilious 
(b) Highly ambilious 
(c) Moderately ambitious 
(d) Less ambitious 
(c) Least ambitious. 
hi general, how much guid 
guardians ? 
(a) Always 
(b). Usually 
(c) Frequently 
(d) Occasionally 
(e) Rarely. 
How frequently do you 
parents/guardians 7 
(a) Never 
(b) Occasionally 
(c) Moderately 
Id) Frequently 
(e) Very frequently. 
To wlial cxient or I he 
parents/ guardians 7 
(a) Always 
(b) Usually 
(c) Modcralcly 
(d) Occasionally 
(c) Rarely. 
To what extent is your nci. 
(a) Extremely well 
(b) Well 
(c) Average 
(d) Very little 
(c) Never. 
To what extent is your 
lu in lied 7 
(a) l"uily 
(b) Partially 
(c) Moderately 
(d) Slightly 
(c) 1 casi. 
do your views correspond to the views 
Jo your parents have from yon 7 
nice did you get from-your parents/ 
[ 1 
involve to quarrel/hot argument with 
ivcrage do you co-opcralc with your 
d for social prestige fulfilled 7 
need for getting company of others 
142 
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64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
To WIKU extent is your curiosity or need lor 
salislicd ? 
(a) Fully 
(h) Partially 
(c) Moderately 
(d) Sliphlly 
(c) Least. 
knowing Ihintis 
To what extent is your desire for making your own decisions 
fuililled ? 
(n) I'lilly 
(b) Partially 
(c) Moderately 
(d) Slightly 
(e) Least. 
To what extent is your desire for going to places, or act accor-
ding to your own desire fulfilled ? 
(a) Always 
(b) Usually 
(c) Moderately 
(d) Occasionally 
(c) Rarely. 
To what extent arc your expectations from 
fulfilled ? 
(a) Always 
(b) Usually 
(c) Moderately 
(d) Occasionally 
(c) Rarely. 
To which extent, in general, is your desire to 
fulfilled ? 
(a) Always 
(b) Usually 
(c) Moderately 
(il) Occisionall) 
(c) Riucly. 
family members 
dominate others 
, 
To what extent is your desire for taking initiative satisfied ? 
(a) Always 
(b) Usually 
(c) Moderately 
(d) Occasionally 
(c) RanMy, 
How dissatisfied and unhappy are you with 
of life ? 
(a) I'xiremcly unhappy und dissatisfied 
(b^ Ilishly 
(c) Moderately 
(d) Parlially 
(e) Least. 
your present mode 
143 
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71. ilow varied arc your inlcvcsts ? 
(a) Extremely varied 
(b) Highly varied 
(c) Moderately varied 
(d) Partially varied 
(e) Least varied. 
72. llow ficiincntly do you think about future plans '} 
00 Very IVei|iicnlly 
(b) l'rci|ucnlly 
c^) Somclimcs 
(d) Infrequently 
(e) Rarely. 
73. In general, how contented do you feel to be 7 
(a) Extiemcly 
(b) Frequently 
(c) Sometimes 
(d) lnlVct|uently 
(c) • l^iirdy. 
74. How afraid or panicky do you feel, in general, from diflcrent 
types of objects, conditions and events ? 
(a) Extremely 
(b) Highly 
(c) Modcialcly 
Id) I-css than moderately 
(c) Very little. 
75. l low neglected arc yon by others ? 
(a) Most 
(b) Much 
(c) Ave rape 
(d) Less than average 
(e) Least. 
76. How much sypmpathy do you get from others ? 
(a) Most 
(b) Much 
(c) Average 
(d) Less than average 
(c) Least. 
77. How anxious ant.1 Icnsc \.\o you feci, in general 7 
(a) Most 
(b) Mucii 
(c) Average 
(d) Less than average 
(e) Least. 
I 
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78 
79 
80. 
How mucii others praise yo" '•' 
(a) iVIost 
(b) Much 
(c) Average 
(tl) Less than average 
(c) Least. 
IJow much of opportunity liave you got in your life to gc 
rewards 7 
(a) Always 
(b) Frequently 
(c) Sometimes 
(d) Infrequently 
(e) Rarely. 
How healthy do you keep 7 
0>) ExlremclY 
(b) very 
(c) Neither healthy nor uiil'calthy 
(d) Slightly unhealthy 
(0) lixlrcmely unhealthy. 
B1. What facilities arc available to you for your entertainments ? 
(a) Cinema, Radio, Playhouse, Games of choice 
(b) Cincinii, Radio 
(c) Only Radio 
(d) Only some sports and games 
(c) Only talking with others. 
82. 1 low varied arc your experiences of entertainment V 
(a) Extremely varied 
(b) Highly varied 
(c) Moderately varied 
(d) Sliirhlly varied 
(c) Least varied. 
How nuich leisure lime d(^  V^ "^ PCt ? 83 
84. 
(a) LcasI 
(b) Less than moderate 
(c) Moderate 
(d) More than moilcrale 
(c) Too much. 
How much opportunity h"ve you got so far of travels ? 
(a) n.xlrcnicly 
(b) Highly 
(c) Moderately 
(d) Occasionally 
(c) Rarely. 
15 
85. Mow much lime do you dcvolc in religious rituals ? 
(a) Extremely 
(b) Highly 
(c) Moderately 
(d) Occasionally 
(e) Rarely. 
86. Mow many riluals are observed in your family ? (Such as riluals 
observed in our culture on religious days, and important days like 
birlhday, marriage, etc.) 
(a) All riluals 
(b) Almost all 
(c) Some of them 
(d) A lew of them 
(c) Very few of tlxetn, 
87. How acquainted arc you with other religions 7 
(a) Highly acquainted 
(b) Fairly well 
(c) Moderately 
(d) Slightly 
(c) Least. 
88. People of what castes can take their meals in your family 7 
(a) Of all castes 
(b) Of almost all castes 
(c) Of some caslcs 
(d) Of a few caslcs 
((•) ()r 1111 (iiliiT caslcs. 
K'). People (if IKIW many caslcs can (ouch your drinkinj;-\salcr .' 
la) Of all caslcs 
(b) Of almost all castes 
(c) Of some castes 
(d) Of a few castes 
(e) Of no other caslcs. 
90, People of how many castes can drink walcr brought by you 7 
(a) Of all caslcs 
; (b) Of almost all castes 
, (c) Of some casles 
' (d) Of a few castes 
(e) Of no other castes. 
91. People of how many castes can sil with you 7 
(a) Of all casles 
(b) Of almost nil castes 
(c> Of some castes 
(d) Of a few raslcs 
(e) Of no other casles. 
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92. With which cnstc people cnti you sit on a ciiarpai 7 
(a) or all cuslcs [ 
(,b) Of almost all castes [ 
(c) Of some castes [ 
(tl) Of n few castes [ 
(c) Of no other castes. ' [ 
93. To what extent you participate in social activities of higher cnstc 
people ? 
(a) Of all castes [ 
(b) Of almost qll castes [ 
(c) Of somes castes [ 
(<J) Of a few castes ( 
(e) Of no other castes. [ 
94. Mow important do you l\nd yourself in social nclivilics of your 
mohalla/villaue/lown ? 
(a) F.xircmcly f 
(b) ili{!h 1 
(c) Modcriilcly [ 
(d) Slii'.htly I 
( C ) I , ( N I S I . I 
95. What kind of reputation do you have in the villagc/mohalla/ 
town ? 
(;i) nxlrcmcly high [ 
(b) High ^ [ 
(c) Moderate [ 
(d) Low [ 
(e) Very low. ( 
96. How much contact do you have with city-life ? 
(a) Very frequent [ 
(b) Frcciucnt | 
(c) Moderate f 
(d) Slight f 
(c) Least. ( 
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